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ENVIRONMENTAL TARGETS
have been achieved, including
cutting electricity use in the UK by
more than 20% and reducing car
use in Ireland by more than a third. 
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our CR performance in 2009.
RSA upgraded from Bronze to
Silver class in the 2010 Dow
Jones Sustainability Indexes.
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2008

of CO2 emissions will be saved,
per employee, through energy
saving tips and smart meters.

TONNE1 Financial Services
Responsible Procurement
Forum, RSA shortlisted for
Supply Management Awards

IN 34 COUNTRIES
Over 35% are based in the UK,
32% in International and 33% in
Emerging Markets.

23,000
EMPLOYEES

WAS CONTRIBUTED
to community projects, equal 
to 0.6% of pre tax profits.
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50% OF THE WORLD'S  
manufacturers of wind turbines.
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RSA sponsored and attended the WWF Arctic Tent exhibition
at the COP15 Climate Change Conference to raise concerns
about risks in the Arctic.

Feedback on this report is encouraged and 
can be directed to us via the following address:

Corporate.Responsibility@gcc.rsagroup.com

For further information on Corporate Responsibility
please visit: www.rsagroup.com/rsa/pages/responsibility

Alternatively if you would like to discuss our 

Corporate Responsibility activities please contact:

For Group enquires please contact:
james.wallace@gcc.rsagroup.com

For UK enquiries please contact:
paul.pritchard@uk.rsagroup.com

For UK charitable enquiries please contact:
shafna.chowdhury@uk.rsagroup.com

For Scandinavian enquiries please contact:
dec@codan.dk

For Canadian enquiries please contact:
sarah.kennedy@rsagroup.ca

For Irish enquiries please contact:
dave.magee@ie.rsagroup.com

For Italian enquiries please contact:
barbara.larizza@it.rsagroup.com

For Asia & Middle East enquiries please contact:
matthew.lee@hk.rsagroup.com 

For Latin American enquiries please contact:
gisella.erazo@laro.rsagroup.com



This is our 10th annual corporate responsibility

report. It covers all our operations in our UK,

International and Emerging Markets businesses,

including wholly owned subsidiaries, leased

premises and our joint ventures. 

The report contains consolidated environmental

and health and safety performance data. In some

cases, full data is not yet available for all country

operations. Some of our smaller operations do not

collect environmental and employee data due to

their size. Any changes to data from previous years

that have been restated are clearly marked.

Country-specific data for our UK, Canada, Ireland,

Italy, Scandinavia, Asia & Middle East, Baltic and

Latin America operations are available on the

corporate responsibility section of our website: 

www.rsagroup.com/rsa/pages/responsibility

We seek to operate according to our
principles of Integrity, Performance 
and Responsibility. Transparency is an
important part of responsibility and this
report aims to provide readers with
relevant information covering all 
aspects of our corporate responsibility
performance in 2009, including the
economic, environmental and social
impacts that are significant to 
our business. 

ABOUT THIS REPORT

C
orporate Responsibility

Corporate Responsibility 2009 | RSA | 7
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A YEAR OF REAL CHALLENGES 
AND OPPORTUNITIES

Our commitment to CR
We remain committed to ‘Doing the Right 
Thing’. This underpins our business strategy and is
embedded in our values and beliefs. We believe
that corporate responsibility offers a source of
competitive advantage, helping us to identify 
and serve new markets for insurance products 
and cutting operating costs by driving 
environmental improvements. 

Our work on flood mapping helps us to identify the
appropriate price for risks and prioritise our claims
approach. The development of our renewable
energy products has been a key factor in delivering
profitable growth and establishing RSA as a leading
renewables insurer globally. The work we do on
environmental management to reduce travel, paper
consumption and energy and water use, not only
helps us meet environmental targets but reduces
our overall costs in our continued focus on 
operational excellence.

The principles by which we operate and our Brand
Beliefs underpin our commitment to our customers,
staff and other stakeholders. Our Corporate

Responsibility (CR) policies form an essential part 
of our broader risk and governance framework. 
All employees are assessed against our Brand Beliefs
to ensure this forms part of the performance and
remuneration structure at RSA.

Progress
In 2009, I set our four broad objectives for the year
ahead and I am pleased to say that we have made
good progress against all of them:

Supply chain
In 2009, we launched an exciting three-year project
with WWF covering our businesses in the UK,
Denmark, Sweden, Canada and China. We’re
committed to work with WWF on a range of
projects that will explore emerging environmental
and climate change risks facing the insurance
industry, including steps to manage the impact of
our supply chain. This is in addition to the leading
role we continue to play in the Financial Services
Procurement Forum CR Working Group that 
seeks to improve environmental and social
standards in the finance sector’s supply chain. 

Underwriting
Our partnership with WWF is wide ranging and
includes working with them on a joint research
project to strengthen our understanding of the 
link between climate change and insurance risk.
Through a series of technical briefings, focusing on
marine and renewable energy, we are investigating
how systemic risks accumulate and affect underwriting. 

Employee engagement
During 2009, we asked employees for their views 
on how responsible they think we are as a company.
Over 3,000 staff completed the survey and the
results were positive: 49% agreed and 31% strongly
agreed that RSA is a responsible company. We also
scored positively on our environmental credentials:
39% of employees agreed and 24% strongly agreed
that RSA is an environmentally friendly company.

The results clearly show that our actions as a company
have a direct impact on employee perceptions. 
For example, countries with a strong community
programme, green initiatives and established
volunteering programmes scored strongly. As we
continue to rollout our CR strategy across the Group
we expect to see scores improve across all countries.

ENVIRONMENTAL TARGETS
have been achieved, including
cutting electricity use in the UK by
more than 20% and reducing car
use in Ireland by more than a third. 

13OF OUR19
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Community programmes
In 2009, we further expanded our community
programmes, holding our first volunteer weeks 
in Latin America. Employees want to support and
contribute to their communities, but also appreciate
the need for this support to be relevant to the
business. Nearly 44% of our workforce participated
in 2009, a significant rise from 2008. We also
launched community programmes in Estonia 
and Norway focusing on road safety, a key 
concern for our business. 

Elsewhere, we have continued to ensure we are
recognised for our customer service and reduction
in our environmental footprint. A priority in 2009 
was reinforcing an excellent service culture 
through training and communications. A survey 
of employees showed that their commitment to
customers had increased, putting RSA in the top
25% of all UK companies. We met 13 of our 19
environmental targets, including cutting electricity
use in the UK by more than 20% and reducing 
car use in Ireland by more than a third. 

Looking ahead
These achievements are not an end in themselves.
They remain strategic commitments that impact
positively on our business and will continue to shape
our approach for the years ahead. Our partnership
with WWF, meanwhile, sets out a three-year
programme of work and includes projects across
our global operations. More specifically, we have 
set the following objectives for 2010:

• Continue to extend our approach, creating a
responsible supply chain across the countries in
which we operate to benefit the environment 
and society;

• In partnership with WWF investigate the link
between insured risk and environmental risk in
our marine and renewable energy businesses and
where appropriate take CR issues into account in
our underwriting;

• Increase our community impact by helping causes
aligned to our key business issues of safety,
environment and helping excluded groups in
society; and

• Focus on engaging stakeholders both internally and
externally to obtain feedback on our performance
and approach to responsible business.

It's with great pride that we celebrate our 300 year
anniversary in 2010. Our business started in 1710
with the establishment of the Sun Fire Office. We
believe that insurance should enable progress and
this belief, together with our people and experience,
will continue to drive us forward for the next 300
years. We will be working hard to achieve these aims
and continuing to develop the business responsibly.

Our achievements remain strategic commitments that
impact positively on our business and will continue to
shape our approach for the years ahead.”

“
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ABOUT US - 
A GUIDE TO THE INSURANCE PROCESS

RSA is a leading general insurer, operating in 34
countries and providing products and services 
in over 130 countries. 

Our business strategy focuses on being a pure
general insurer with products in:

• Commercial insurance services for businesses
(e.g. property, motor, marine and energy
generation);

• Personal insurance products (e.g. household,
motor and travel insurance) sold directly to
consumers; and

• Personal insurance sold to consumers through
intermediaries such as insurance brokers 
and agents.

RSA interacts with customers in a number of ways:

• Products and services being sold direct, through
brokers and via intermediaries;

• Premiums from customers are invested to
provide capital in the event of claims;

• Claims from customers are served by our supply
chain of partners to resolve situations quickly; and

• Loss adjusters help customers assess damage 
that has occurred and work that needs to be
carried out.

RSA is a focused general insurer. Our business
specialises in the management of risk:

• Our underwriting and claims teams demonstrate
technical mastery to assess and respond to risks on
behalf of our customers;

• Pricing is based on evidence based modelling which
helps to set the appropriate price reflecting the risk
faced by the customer;

• Operations and IT teams ensure we respond to
customer needs quickly and effectively;

• Premiums from customers are invested in a 
low risk strategy to ensure capital is available for 
claims and financial security for the customer, and

• A comprehensive reinsurance programme is in
place to make sure in the event of large claims the
risk and financial impact to the company is mitigated.

RSA uses key external partners to deliver 
key services:

Reinsurance
Reinsurance is normally bought on a catastrophe
basis, providing protection against losses only
from individual catastrophic events. RSA buys
reinsurance on an aggregate basis too, which
protects us from losses arising from the many
smaller, more frequent events which may 
result from climate change.

Investments
The majority of our UK equity investments 
are managed by F&C Asset Management. 
F&C applies a responsible engagement overlay
to RSA equity funds. F&C has one of the largest
Governance and Socially Responsible Investment
teams in Europe, enabling it to follow a policy 
of active engagement across its portfolios on
environmental, social and governance issues.
In 2009, F&C engaged with 94 companies held
in our portfolios on environmental, social and
governance issues. 
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F&C has one of the largest Governance and Socially
Responsible Investment teams in Europe, enabling us to
follow a policy of active engagement across our portfolios
on environmental, social and governance issues.”

“
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ABOUT US - HIGHLIGHTS
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International
Regional footprint

International comprises our businesses in the mature markets
of Scandinavia, Canada, Ireland and Italy. 

Market position

Through Codan in Denmark and Trygg-Hansa in Sweden, we
are the third largest insurer in both markets. We also have a
growing presence in Norway and a niche Marine business in
Finland. We are Canada’s fifth largest general insurer and the
largest Marine insurer. Through Johnson, our leading direct
business, we are the second largest Affinity writer. In Ireland,
we distribute via brokers and are a leading provider of
Household insurance, covering one in every five Irish homes.
Our Italian business is focused primarily in the north of the
country, distributing products through a network of non-tied
agents and brokers.

UK
Commercial lines

We offer a wide range of insurance products and services to
both Commercial and Personal clients in the UK. 

We also provide bespoke insurance to multinational companies
through our Risk Solutions network across Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Spain. 

Personal lines

We are the UK’s second largest Commercial insurer with a
reputation for technical excellence. Outside of Lloyd’s we are
the UK’s leading Marine insurer and second in both
Commercial Property and Motor. 

We are the fourth largest Personal lines insurer in the UK
overall, as well as being fourth in Motor, Home and Pet. 
We operate in the Broker and Affinity channels as well as
directly through our MORE TH>N® brand.

Emerging Markets
Regional footprint

Emerging Markets operates across 21 developing insurance
markets, spanning Latin America, Asia and the Middle East 
and Central and Eastern Europe. 

Market position

In Latin America, we are the largest general insurer in Chile, the
largest private insurer in Uruguay and a leading Marine insurer in
Brazil. We are also present in Mexico, Argentina and Colombia. 

We operate in eight countries across Asia and the Middle East.
In Asia, our focus is primarily on Commercial lines through
hubs in Hong Kong, Singapore and China. In India, we operate
through our associate Royal Sundaram. We are a leading
international insurer in the Middle East and recently became
the number one in Oman. 

We are the number one general insurer across the Baltics and
the leading direct Motor insurer in Poland, the Czech Republic
and Russia.

ABOUT US - AT A GLANCE
Our performance in 2009 has again demonstrated the benefits of our strong and diversified portfolio.

Net written premiums split by region - Overview

48% INTERNATIONAL

39% UK

12% EMERGING MARKETS

1% GROUP RE

100%

Net written premiums - UK

£2,632m
£1,537m COMMERCIAL

£1,095m PERSONAL

Net written premiums - Emerging markets

£833m
£425m LATIN AMERICA

£233m CENTRAL & 
EASTERN EUROPE

£175m ASIA & MIDDLE EAST  

Net written premiums - International

£3,249m
£1,669m SCANDINAVIA

£1,021m CANADA

£559m OTHER EUROPE
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OUR APPROACH TO CR 

Managing our business responsibly and
ethically directly affects the environment,
people and the communities in which we
operate. We are committed to doing the
right thing as individuals and as a company.

Our strategy
Our business strategy is to run general insurance
businesses with strong market positions that deliver
sustainable profitable performance. 

We have an established track record in delivering
quality innovative products coupled with underwriting
and claims expertise. Our operational improvement
programmes seek to enhance our efficiency, internal
governance and the customer experience. The key
to delivering against our strategy is having the right
culture and people in place. We are focused on
developing talent by creating an environment where
responsibilities and accountabilities are clearly defined,
people are challenged and outstanding performance
is rewarded.

Our corporate responsibility strategy supports this
by managing our social and environmental impacts
in relation to each of our key stakeholder groups:
employees, customers, suppliers, communities and
the environment. 

Our approach to CR is practical and focused on our
main business impacts, delivering commercial benefits
while recognising the value we add to society. The
CR strategy is underpinned by our CR policy, Brand
Beliefs and Business Principles (see following).

CR policy
Our Group-wide CR policy applies to all operations,
including wholly or majority-owned subsidiaries and
associated companies where RSA has management
control. The policy sets out our commitment to:

• Improve our environmental performance and
reduce our direct and indirect impacts; 

• Support employees who want to contribute to
their communities; 

• Uphold human rights in our operations and 
supply chain; 

• Provide excellent customer service and products
that contribute to society;

• Work with suppliers to improve their social and
environmental impacts; 

• Engage with relevant stakeholders, including our
peers and business partners and contribute to
public policy debates to encourage more
responsible behaviour; 

• Regular reviews of our CR strategy, approach and
performance by the Group Executive Committee
and Board; and 

• An annual, independently verified report of our
CR performance. 

The policy is supported by individual policies
covering the environment, community impacts 
and human rights.

Brand beliefs
Our Brand Beliefs embody what we stand for, how
we should behave towards each other and the
actions we need to take to deliver on our
customers’ needs. The Beliefs form the basis on
which we select, develop and evaluate the
performance of our people and are incorporated
into employee personal development plans.

Brilliant service: delivering memorable service that
inspires people to recommend us;

Getting the job done: delivering on our promises
and cutting out unnecessary processes to make
things simpler;

Doing the right thing: using common sense when
dealing with people, gaining their trust by treating
them as they want to be treated;

Bright ideas: continually combining our technical
expertise with a deep understanding of customers’
needs to create and deliver solutions that 
people value; and

Positive people: creating an environment where
people want to do great work.

www.rsagroup.com/rsa/pages/responsibility/
ourapproach/corporateresponsibilitypolicy

RECOGNISED FOR 
our CR performance in 2009.
RSA upgraded from Bronze to
Silver class in the 2010 Dow
Jones Sustainability Indexes.

EXTERNALLY
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Business principles
The Beliefs are supported by our Business Principles
that provide guidance to our employees in all
aspects of their work and their interactions with
stakeholders. They are:

Integrity: we will act with openness, fairness,
integrity and diligence. We will always adhere to the
applicable laws, regulations and standards in the
places that we do business;

Performance: we will promote a positive and
challenging high performance culture. We will do
this by encouraging personal accountability and
development and measuring, rewarding and
recognising success; and

Responsibility: we will act responsibly as individuals
and as a company. This applies to the management
of our business, our approach to corporate risk and
our interaction with key external stakeholders.

Our approach to CR is practical and focused on our
main business impacts, delivering commercial benefits
while recognising the value we add to society.”

“

External recognition

In 2009, we received the following recognition for our CR performance:

Upgraded from Bronze to Silver class in the 2010 Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes;

Achieved Platinum status in Business in the Community’s CR Index - making us the highest placed
major insurer;

Awarded the UK’s Carbon Trust Standard - an award for organisations that measure, manage and
make reductions to their carbon footprint; 

Awarded Prime Status by Oekom Research, in recognition of our industry leading commitment to
social and environment issues;

Included in Goldman Sachs’s SUSTAIN list of companies that are best positioned to take advantage of
emerging sustainability trends; 

Highest ranking financial services company in the Sunday Times newspaper’s Best Green Companies list;

Awarded Best CR Strategy by Corporate Communications Magazine; and

RSA Ireland received a commendation from the Irish Chamber of Commerce’s President's Awards for
CSR, recognising our efforts to maintain a green and environmentally friendly workplace.

2008
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GOVERNANCE & CR MANAGEMENT

The RSA Board has overall responsibility
for the Group’s internal control systems
and for monitoring their effectiveness.
These are regularly reviewed by the
Group Audit Committee and annually 
by the Board, whose review includes 
our risk management framework. 

The roles of the Chairman and the Group CEO 
are separate and five of the nine board members
are independent non-executive directors.

Overall responsibility for CR lies with the Group
CEO, Andy Haste. The Board routinely discuss CR
issues affecting the Group and conduct an annual
review of performance and strategy for the year
ahead. An executive-level CR Steering Committee
oversees implementation of the CR strategy and
monitors compliance against our global CR,
environmental, human rights and community
policies. The Committee meets twice a year and
comprises the entire Group Executive Committee
to ensure all top level management are involved. 
It provides a common reference point for regional
businesses and is supported by a CR team at 
our London headquarters. CR managers or 

coordinators have also been appointed covering 
all our operating countries. Country and site-based
community and environment committees, consisting
of employees and managers, determine and
respond to local priorities. 

CR targets and objectives are included in the CEO’s
goals which are then cascaded to other executives
and relevant business functions. We have Group-wide
targets for employee training on the environment,
corporate responsibility and human rights. Individual
country operating groups are responsible for setting
challenging social and environmental targets in line
with local market conditions (see Targets and
objectives on page 60).

Our approach to risk
The Group operates an enterprise risk management
framework that is designed to identify, assess, measure
and manage exposure to risk, including environmental,
social and governance matters. 

The Board Risk Committee, which meets at least
quarterly, is chaired by Non-Executive Director,
Noel Harwerth and comprises the Group CEO, 
other members of executive management and 
one other Non-Executive Director. 

The Global Asset Management Committee oversees
the Group’s investment strategy, reporting to the
Investment Committee of the Board and operates
within risk limits set by the Board Risk Committee. 

Insurance risk
Corporate responsibility is fully embedded in the
Group’s risk appetite through our recognition of
risks such as damage to our reputation, compliance
with legislation and poor relationships with
stakeholders. The insurance industry also faces
specific social and environmental risks related to
existing and emerging issues such as climate change.
In many cases these present opportunities to
develop products that respond to the changing
needs of customers. 

We manage our exposure to these risks by:

• Pricing products according to the level of risk
involved;

• Buying reinsurance to protect against sudden
claims increases;

• Developing additional products that encourage
more responsible behaviour and appeal to
previously underserved areas of the market;

• Working with customers, civil society and
governments to raise awareness of the steps
people can take to reduce their risk; and

• Regularly reviewing our risk models to identify
exposures to new and emerging risks and ensure
these are priced correctly. 

Reinsurance is normally bought on a catastrophe
basis - providing protection against losses arising 
from individual catastrophic events. RSA buys
reinsurance on an aggregate basis too, which
protects us from losses arising from the many
smaller, more frequent events, which could be an
impact of climate change. This approach helps us
minimise losses to our business in the event of
extreme weather conditions.  

“Risk can best be reduced by recognising
the possibility of high carbon impacts and
investing in policies to reduce emissions.”

Comment on RSA from a non-government
organisation during the Global Stakeholder Survey
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MATERIAL ISSUES

As a global company we face a variety of challenges, some common across the Group, and some unique 
to our markets. We work with UK-based sustainable development organisation, Forum for the Future, who
provide an annual materiality assessment of the sustainability risks and opportunities facing our company and
the insurance industry as a whole. The 2009 assessment identified several important issues to focus on. The following matrix is based on the annual materiality assessment prepared for us by Forum for the Future

and our own assessment of key issues facing our business, gathered through feedback from our stakeholders
and benchmarking against industry peers. The issues highlighted are those we can have a major influence on
through our core business.

• In 2009, we launched a three-year partnership with WWF to research the
impact of climate change on the insurance industry. 

• We are also members of the insurance industry group, ClimateWise that aims
to encourage more climate-friendly behaviour. 

• In 2006, we became the first carbon-neutral UK insurer and in 2009 were
awarded the Carbon Trust Standard, in recognition of achievements in 
reducing our carbon footprint.

• The majority of our UK equity investments are managed by F&C Asset
Management, who apply a responsible engagement overlay to RSA equity
funds. In 2009 F&C engaged with 94 companies held in our portfolios on
environmental, social and governance issues. 

• As part of our partnership with WWF we will research how our investments
can support sustainability.

• We have developed a range of insurance products for people traditionally
excluded from financial services in developed and emerging markets. See page 28. 

• Helping socially excluded communities is one of three priority areas for our
community programmes. We support projects that tackle crime and encourage
young people to continue into higher education. See page 40.

Cleantech
innovation

Responsible
marketing

Poverty

Employee
wellbeing

Consumer confidence 

Environmental
liability

Importance to our stakeholders

Im
po

rt
an

ce
 t

o 
R

SA
  

Flood defence
provision

Safety
Portfolio risk

Climate legislation

Energy security

Human rights
Responsible

lobbying

Crime Ageing populations
Public trust

Water 
security

Pandemics

Environmental
management

Climate change

Responsible
investments

Financial / 
social inclusion

Focus area What we are doing

Financial 
inclusion

Investments

Energy
security

Global
poverty

Climate
change

Our community programmes concentrate on three key themes that we consider important to our business
as a major provider of motor, household and commercial insurance products:

safety              social inclusion              environment.

Key focus areas for RSAEmerging risks
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ENGAGING WITH STAKEHOLDERS

Pooling resources builds our industry’s
capacity through improved knowledge
and sophisticated underwriting
techniques, to ensure we continue to
measure and price risk appropriately 
for our customers. 

During 2009, we participated in the following
initiatives: 

• The Association of British Insurers (ABI)
ClimateWise Initiative. A group of insurers
committed to tackling and raising awareness of
climate change. We are committed to act against
its six Principles (see table) and are involved in 
a number of the management committees to
progress the sector’s response to climate change;

• The Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply’s
Financial Services Purchasing Forum CR working
group, which works on managing social, ethical
and environmental issues in the supply chain;

• The United Nations Global Compact, a voluntary
initiative committing us to comply with ten
principles on human rights, labour, the
environment and anti-corruption;

• The United Nations Environment Programme
Finance Initiative (UNEP-FI) Insurance Working
Group, working to develop sustainable underwriting
principles and new approaches to microinsurance.
We contributed to a recent global survey on
integrating ESG (Environmental, Social &
Governance) criteria into underwriting; 

• We sat on the UNEP’s Risk Finance Working
Group which highlighted the increasing importance
of Insurance Linked Securities (ILS) such as
Catastrophe Bonds and Weather Derivatives in
protecting customers in developing countries against
risks of drought and other natural catastrophes; and 

• The Intersure Diversity Forum, a newly formed
insurance sector collaboration aiming to share
best practice and raise standards of diversity
within the industry. 

IN GROSS TONNES 
RSA will achieve a 40% reduction
in gross tonnes CO2 per £m NWP
by 2020 (against 2006 levels).

40%
REDUCTION

“RSA has a good record reducing its 
own emissions and encouraging more
responsible behaviour. A priority is to
support research on environmental and
climatic risk and work with governments 
to find joint solutions.”

Comment on RSA from a non-government
organisation during the Global Stakeholder Survey
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We work with our partners and peers to share
best practice and to help us and the industry
achieve our sustainability goals.”

“

We participate in the UNEP’s Finance Initiative and our partnership with WWF will fund research into emerging risks.

Working with WWF we will demonstrate the feasibility of ecologically sensitive flood defences and produce a policy
paper on sustainable urban drainage.

Home surveys, information packs and discounted premiums for environmental behaviour are raising awareness of
climate change and its impacts among customers. We will work with WWF on a range of education programmes 
to raise awareness among our customers and the public.

We will work with WWF to investigate how climate risk can be incorporated into bonds and fixed income
investments.

In 2009, we set a new target for a 40% reduction in Gross Tonnes CO2 per £m NWP by 2020 against 2006 levels.

We are working to improve the disclosure and transparency on our CR reporting through stakeholder engagement. 
In 2009, several newly acquired businesses (Poland, Russia and Czech Republic) reported their emissions for the first time.

Taking a lead in analysing and
reducing risks

Informing and engaging in public
policy debates

Supporting climate awareness
among our customers

Incorporating climate change into
our investment strategies

Reducing the environmental
impact of our businesses

Reporting and being accountable
for our actions

ClimateWise Principle How we are fulfilling our commitment
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Stakeholders
We also engage directly with customers,
communities, employees, investors and
shareholders, NGOs and regulators on corporate
responsibility issues. In 2009, we commissioned a
formal stakeholder engagement exercise across our
major businesses in the UK, Canada, Sweden and
Denmark to gather perceptions on the insurance
sector. We asked stakeholders to prioritise what
they considered to be the most important issues
facing the industry. The top three were:

• Maintaining financial returns and ensuring long-
term business sustainability;

• Building trust and confidence in the industry; and 

• Making a meaningful contribution to communities
(environment, inclusion of marginalised groups
and disaster relief).

We also asked them to identify what they thought
would be the most important issues facing the
industry in ten years time. Priorities shifted towards a
stronger focus on making a meaningful contribution
to communities. Responding to natural disasters 
and weather emergencies also increased. 

Other examples of engagement in 2009 included: Public policy 
We contribute to public policy debate on issues
relevant to our business in countries where we
operate, either individually or through industry
bodies such as the Association of British Insurers
and the Confederation of British Industry. 

We work with policymakers to improve
understanding and preserve the role the insurance
industry plays in society and the economy. In all
instances we operate in compliance with local laws
and our Public Affairs Policy. We do not make
political contributions and we receive no form 
of financial assistance from Government.

During 2009, we contributed to public policy
debates on the following issues:

• We continued to lobby the UK Government for
adequate spending on flood defences, changes to
planning regulations to reduce building on flood-
prone areas and changes in building regulations to
reduce the risk of flood damage; 

• We attended the United Nations COP15 Climate
Change Conference in December 2009, taking the
opportunity to promote our global partnership
with WWF to a selection of key opinion formers
and policymakers;

We hold regular consumer focus groups and commission surveys to gather
feedback on our products and services. In 2009, research by Canadian market
research firm, Pollara, found that price rather than environmental performance
was the most important factor when people choose an insurance company.
Encouraging consumers to adopt more responsible behaviour is best achieved
through lower premiums as only a minority are willing to pay more for a policy
that includes environmental features.

Local employee charitable committees consult with communities to support
projects that respond to local needs.  

Over 3,000 employees completed an online survey to record their views on
how responsible they think RSA is. The results are being used to help revise our
corporate responsibility (CR) strategy for 2010. For detailed results see page 46.

We met with investors, including Jupiter Asset Management and Standard Life, to
discuss our CR performance and outline our strategy for responding to social
and environmental risks such as climate change. 

We work with sustainability NGO Forum for the Future who conduct an annual
materiality matrix. Our three-year international partnership with the WWF will
identify areas where we can work together to tackle climate change. See page 30.

Customers

Communities

Employees

Investors &
shareholders

NGOs

Stakeholder Examples of engagement

COMPLETED
an online survey to record their
views on how responsible they
think RSA is. 

3,000
EMPLOYEES
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orporate Responsibility

• We partnered with one of the UK’s leading 
think tanks, Reform, and the Chartered Insurance
Institute, to publish a series of essays looking at
how the insurance industry manages risk, the 
value that insurance adds to society and how
government legislation can support improved 
risk management; and

• We lobbied the UK Government and EU
Commission over proposals to include risk-based
pricing within the remit of anti-discrimination
legislation. 

Public Affairs Policy
Our public affairs policy contains the following principles:

• We are transparent and truthful in our dealings with politicians and representatives of public bodies;

• We will not engage in any activity that is illegal, unethical or contrary to professional practice;

• We do not offer any financial incentives to elected or appointed officials; and

• We are open in declaring our commercial interests when dealing with government and politicians.

We attended the United Nations COP15 Climate Change
Conference in December 2009, taking the opportunity to
promote our global partnership with WWF to a selection
of key opinion formers and policymakers.”

“
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OUR VALUE TO SOCIETY

Our industry plays a key enabling role 
in society and the economy. From 
our immediate contribution through
employment and economic growth 
to the protection we provide to 
individuals and businesses. 

We directly contribute to economic growth 
through employment opportunities and purchasing
goods and services from suppliers. In 2009, we paid 
£880 million in wages to around 23,000 employees, 
£230 million in government taxes and £192 million
in dividends to our shareholders.  

Beyond this, our customers depend on insurance for
protection against risk. Insurance secures households
against the risk of losing their property to floods or fire
and gives them the financial protection they need to
get back on their feet. It provides companies with the
security to invest in infrastructure needed for future
growth, without the risk of financial loss from theft,
damage or litigation. Whether constructing a building,
shipping cargo or providing energy, none of this would
be possible without the protection of insurance.

Our products and services also contribute to society
by encouraging customers to adopt behaviours that
have environmental and social benefits, such as
cutting energy use and promoting safer driving.
Insurance products for disadvantaged groups protect
those who are often most vulnerable. By expanding
into new areas such as insuring renewable energy
generation we provide the security needed to fund
an industry that is a vital part of our move towards 
a low carbon economy.

6,753 6,358

616 681

89 104

(4,387) (4,142)

(1,394) (1,210)

(615) 354

1,062 2,145

Creation of Value 2009 £’m 2008 £’m

Net earned premiums

Net investment return

Other operating income

Net claims and benefits

Underwriting, policy acquisition and other costs

Additional gains, losses and other movements

Total

3,839 3,077

(348) 762

3,491 3,839

Opening shareholders' funds

Retained (above)

Closing shareholders' funds

880 808

3 2

230 262

116 108

181 203

(348) 762

1,062 2,145

Distribution of Wealth 2009 £’m 2008 £’m

Employees

Corporate responsibility

Government (taxes and social security)

Servicing of finance

Shareholders (dividend and minority interest)

Retained for investment

Total
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Protecting customers and businesses
against risk
We seek to protect customers by providing the
right amount of cover at a competitive price that
reflects the risk they present. We help them
manage risk by giving advice on how to protect
themselves, their businesses and their property. This
is either done directly through policy documents or
indirectly through brokers, websites and the media. 

In Ireland, for example, we include weekly risk
management tips for employees and brokers on

topics ranging from fire safety, driving and health and
safety, housekeeping and building maintenance. We
developed a guide for property owners in the run up
to Halloween to advise on what precautions to take
against fire in and around buildings. The guide was
sent to brokers and customers, linked to in emails
and posted on our website. In Canada, we regularly
conduct safety surveys of customers’ homes. Safety
specialists advise customers on how to protect their
homes from theft, fire and other risks such as damp.
Once completed, customers can be kept up to 
date on product safety recalls. 

For commercial customers, RSA’s Global Consulting
group regularly conduct site visits and carry out risk
assessments. Visits improve our understanding of
clients’ businesses and help to protect against
potential losses by testing and commissioning fire
prevention equipment and analysing contingency
plans if operations have to be suspended. In the UK
we have been working with the construction industry
to ensure better care is taken of sites that have been
abandoned following the economic downturn to
prevent theft, vandalism and potential accidents.

We seek to protect customers by providing the
right amount of cover at a competitive price that
reflects the risk they present.”

“

Toolbox improves customers’ risk awareness 

“At Codan Marine, we wanted to improve our
customers’ understanding and awareness of marine
related risks. We developed an online ‘knowledge’
toolbox to help them manage their risk. It includes
a ‘Way of Thinking’ booklet, technical seminars, risk
management lectures, emergency response
exercises and a list of ‘lessons learnt’.

“We hope the toolbox will make a real difference
to our customers’ ability to reduce the risk of
losses and deliver a positive, long-term return 
on our marine portfolio.” 

Lars Lou Hendriksen,  
Director of Marine, Denmark 

www.codanmarine.com/codanmarine/
Page17995.html
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Weather monitoring
Early warning of extreme weather events means we
can reduce losses by helping customers and response
teams prepare. We are partners in the European
weather forecasting tool, Eurotempest, that provides
weather mapping and forecasting for northern
Europe, covering our UK, Irish and Scandinavian
businesses. The system alerts us to severe weather
conditions up to five days in advance, ensuring our

loss adjusters, claims specialists and emergency
response teams are ready to respond. We provide
customers with advance warning through our
websites, email and SMS alerts. For more information
on how we have responded to flooding and natural
disasters in 2009, see the Customers section. 

Risk mapping
Risks evolve over time and we need to ensure we
have an accurate picture of changing risk patterns. In
the UK, our geographical risk assessment tool helps
us determine insurance premium levels which
reflect the risks to property. It maps factors such as

flooding, subsidence, arson and theft down to an
individual postcode. Customers living in high-risk
areas can be targeted with information on how to
protect themselves from risks specific to their areas.
The technology is being rolled across Johnson and
RSA Canada. 

In developing countries we use ‘geo-coding’ based
on satellite global positioning technology to map
customers’ locations in areas with an under-
developed postal system, or where the pace of
development is so rapid that the address systems
have not kept up. 

Vehicle theft hot-spots in Bogota, Colombia

IN THE WORLD'S 
energy demand is expected 
by 2030.

50%
INCREASE

“The insurance industry is playing a greater
role in developing countries, especially
because of climate change and increasing
disasters. It is essential that this benefits the
poorest and most affected communities so
they are less vulnerable to climate change.
Focusing on countries rather than on
individuals and communities risks failing 
to meet their needs.”

Comment on RSA from a non-government
organisation during the Global Stakeholder Survey
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Product innovation
Changing consumer trends and extreme weather
conditions demand new approaches to protecting
our customers against risk. They also present
opportunities to create products with social and
environmental benefits. Our approach is to develop
products that respond to customers’ changing needs,
encourage more responsible behaviour and appeal
to previously underserved areas of the market. 

We encourage all employees to share and explore
new product ideas. Product innovation is led through
a number of channels including the Technical
Academy (our global knowledge sharing forum for
underwriting, claims and actuarial experts), customer
focus groups, Leadership, Executive and Graduate
Development Programmes and the Fast Track
programme for high potential employees (see page
48). Our Strategy, Marketing and Customer team also
look for opportunities to extend products to new
markets and customer groups.

Climate change, environmental
products and services

We believe that climate change poses a serious risk
to our business. As an insurer, any change in the
intensity or frequency of extreme weather conditions
is a significant risk, due to increased claims resulting
from incidents such as flooding or wind damage.

Our approach is to minimise the impact of our
operations, develop products and services that support
low-emission technologies, encourage customers to
adopt climate-friendly behaviour and work with high
profile partners to encourage change, such as WWF. 

The Technical Academy focuses on raising awareness
of insurance related impacts, such as the effects of
increased precipitation, through knowledge sharing
and training among its 10,000 members. In addition,
we constantly monitor and research the effects of
climate change. Prediction models help us assess
potential impacts and integrate them into our pricing,
planning, management and risk processes.

Renewable energy

We are one of the leading insurers of the renewable
energy industry, including wind, bioenergy, solar and
small hydro, with a 15% share of the global market. 

By 2030, the world’s energy demands are expected
to increase by 50%. Renewable energy is therefore
set to play an increasing role in meeting these needs
with a projected £360 billion investment over the
next five years. Without adequate insurance cover,
the planning, construction and operation of mid- 
to large-scale renewable energy projects would 
not be viable.

We created our Global Renewable Energy business
in 2007 - the first general insurer to launch such a
business - building on the strong position in wind
generation we built up over 30 years in Denmark.
We now have four Centres of Excellence, supporting
20 renewable energy teams around the world. These
centres provide underwriting, claims and risk
management support, based in London (bioenergy
and solar), Toronto (small hydro) and Copenhagen
(wind). In 2009, we opened an office in Spain, one of
the world’s largest renewable energy markets.

Codan, our Danish subsidiary, is involved in 80% of
all offshore projects in the world. Our clients include

Vestas, Siemens, Suzlon, Gamesa and Alstom. In total
RSA insures the manufacturers of 50% of the world’s
wind turbines, enough to power 40 million homes.
In 2009, we insured construction of Europe’s largest
operational onshore wind farm in Whitelee in
Scotland and we are insuring the largest offshore
wind farm under construction off the coast of Suffolk
in Eastern England.

Nearly one third of renewable energy projects 
are taking place in developing countries. We have
grown our presence in emerging markets to cover
wind power insurance in China, India and Chile to
meet this demand. In China, our Clear Sky Solutions
proposition provides wind power insurance and we
have relationships with leading manufacturers, as
well as key power providers and specialist
intermediaries and insurers. 

In 2009, we worked with German reinsurer 
Munich Re and specialist carbon insurer Carbon Re
to launch insurance4renewables, a global service
that offers standard and customised insurance
products and services for renewable energy projects
in developing countries. The service was developed
in partnership with the United Nations Environment
Programme to tackle the barriers many developing-
country projects face in securing investment.

Codan is involved in 80% of all offshore wind
energy projects in the world. In total RSA insures
the manufacturers of 50% of the world’s wind
turbines, enough to power 40 million homes.”

“

www.insurance4renewables.com/
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Environmental clean up 
We provide products that help to protect against
the risk of accidental pollution damage at sites
protected under European Union or local
conservation laws. 

The EU Environmental Liability Directive seeks to
protect special sites, known as Natura 2000 sites,
from environmental damage. Operating on the
‘polluter pays’ principle, it makes operators
financially liable for damage to habitats and species,
land and water resources. 

The service, available in Denmark and Sweden,
provides cover for cleaning up damage and restoring
ecosystems to their original condition. It goes
beyond traditional ‘clean-up’ policies, extending 
to the management of the restoration projects.
Environmental professionals assist our claims teams
to develop remediation plans. This means that we
can take expert advice and manage incidents and
our risk is covered by a dedicated reinsurance
programme, ensuring that we are not exposed 
to any unknown long-term environmental risks.

Encouraging green behaviour
A range of services encourage customers to adopt
more environmentally friendly behaviour. In the UK
and Ireland, we provide discounted car insurance for
hybrid vehicles. In Scandinavia, our subsidiary Trygg-
Hansa launched a website to educate personal and
commercial customers about fuel-efficient driving
techniques. Feedback has been positive with one
commercial customer reporting that it has helped
them reduce their transport costs by 5% and CO2
emissions by 35,000 tonnes per year. Trygg-Hansa
also offers discounted premiums for companies that
hold environmental certificates, demonstrating
improved environmental management practices. 
In Denmark, Codan offers customers free
environmental health-checks for their cars. 

Environmental questionnaires lead to lower
premiums 

“We want to encourage and reward our customers
for reducing their environmental footprint. Since
2007, road haulage customers who complete a
safety questionnaire have qualified for lower
premiums, and in 2009 we extended this to include
an environmental questionnaire. We’ve combined
the two because we think they go hand-in-hand, as
safer driving leads to lower fuel consumption which
has a positive impact on the environment. The
questionnaire explores what customers are doing
to reduce their emissions. By offering them lower
premiums, we hope to encourage them to improve
safety and reduce environmental impacts.”

Lars Nilsson, 
Claims Prevention Manager 
(Commercial Lines), Sweden 

OF 35,000 TONNES OF CO2

for one commercial customer
through fuel-efficient driving
techniques.

REDUCTION
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Inclusive products
We aim to meet the needs of vulnerable groups,
particularly those traditionally excluded from
insurance, by offering products at affordable prices.   

As a leading motor insurer we are committed
to improving road safety by offering a range
of products and services that encourage safer
driving and road safety awareness.”

“

Working as an industry to improve road safety  

“We’re working to encourage safer
driving practices in Italy through 
The Italian Association of Insurance
Companies’ (ANIA) Road Safety

Foundation, on which I represent RSA Italy.   

“We meet approximately every two months to 
look at initiatives that promote road safety among
customers and employees, from young drivers to
truckers. For example, in 2009, claims experts from
our Genoa office travelled to Rome to take part in a
choreographed street event involving 5,000 people
that highlighted unsafe driving practices. We also
organised a competition for employees under 30 to
win a driving safety course at the Misano racetrack. 

“We’re involving our customers and agents by
encouraging them to report safety risks such as
potholes, poor signposting and bad lighting on the
Road Safety Foundation’s Black Point website. The
website is a national database of accident black
spots. It’s designed to reduce traffic accidents and
encourage local authorities to improve safety.”

Barbara Larizza, Head of Engagement 
and Communications, Italy 

“Exposure to emerging markets is
important as this is where most new
business will be generated. Countries such 
as India and China will benefit from the
environmentally responsible policies of 
a company such as RSA.” 

Comment on RSA from a non-government
organisation during the Global Stakeholder Survey
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Social housing
In the UK, three million families living in social
housing do not have household insurance. We
continue to be one of the biggest insurers of social
housing, providing insurance to over 170 housing
associations covering 250,000 tenants. 

We aim to make our products as accessible as
possible, through low-cost weekly insurance premiums
from as little as £1.50 per week. With-rent insurance
schemes include the insurance premium in the
tenants’ rental payments and group schemes keep
payments as low as possible. Customers can pay in
cash so don’t need a bank account and no excess is
payable when making a claim. We are exploring ways
to make the programme accessible to a wider
audience by simplifying the administration process and
making it available through a wider range of partners,
including retailers and credit unions.

Micro insurance
In India we work with microfinance experts BASIX
to design products that provide insurance to rural
groups living below the poverty line, such as women
and tribal communities. Our products include a range
of low-cost policies, such as livestock insurance, health
insurance and micro-enterprise insurance.

In Colombia, we work with affinity partners to
provide life and accident insurance products for
people on low-incomes.  

50+ insurance
People in the developed world are living longer.
Products such as travel insurance for older people
often demand higher premiums, but after
retirement many are on a lower income. This
expanding demographic presents a number of
opportunities for the insurance industry. 

Insuring Colombia’s low-income households  

“We’ve been working with our underwriters and
affinity partners to develop a range of products
specially designed for low-income households. 
They provide basic levels of cover for low-value
items at low premiums that are paid monthly.  

“We are targeting people who, for financial reasons,
have traditionally been excluded from the
protection insurance offers. We have an active
engagement team who work to raise awareness
among low-income communities and a sales team
including 120 agents from the communities we are
trying to reach. They wear uniforms and are
supported by specially designed marketing material
to build recognition of us and our partners. 

“We aim to be the market leader for low-income
insurance in Colombia. To date, we have 550,000
policyholders and 80% of our customers are from
lower economic groups.”

Lilian Perea Ronco, 
Affinity Vice-President, Colombia

POLICYHOLDERS
in Colombia of which 80% of 
our customers are from lower
economic groups.

550,000

“Responsible sales and marketing in
emerging markets, which are less familiar
with insurance products, will be critical to
maintaining financial returns and ensuring
long-term business sustainability.” 

Comment on RSA from an investor during the 
Global Stakeholder Survey
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In Canada, Italy and Scandinavia our 50+ insurance
offers affordable insurance products targeted at this
age group. For example, our 50+ Assist Plan in
Canada provides personal nursing, companion and
housekeeping services after a hospital stay, as well as
access to specialised home repair services. In Denmark,
we work with the Danish Age Association to develop
products targeted at the over 50s. Assault insurance
offers free medical or psychiatric treatment for members
who have suffered an assault while accident insurance
customers do not need to provide health information.
Almost 18% of the Association’s half a million members
are insured with our Danish business, Codan.

Road safety
As a leading motor insurer we are committed to
improving road safety by offering a range of products
and services that encourage safer driving and road
safety awareness. 

The Danish haulage industry has a claims rate of 40-
50%, meaning almost every other vehicle is involved in
a claim each year. We run a training and certification
programme for truck drivers in association with the
Danish Transport and Logistics Association.
Participating companies can qualify for lower insurance
premiums. Also in Denmark and Sweden, our ‘Stop
Damage’ road training and awareness programme
has reduced haulage companies’ costs by up to 30%. 

In Colombia, we worked with the Bogota city
council to provide road safety training for high risk
groups, including young and low-income drivers.
RSA Colombia also sponsored a road safety month
to raise awareness among pedestrians and drivers in
areas of Bogota notorious for traffic accidents. The
programmes have helped cut accident rates by 80%.

Elsewhere, we are working to reduce the number
of accidents by providing discounted premiums for
personal customers who take road safety courses. 

See the chapter on Community for more information
on our work to promote safer driving in our
markets around the world.

We continue to be one of the biggest insurers of
social housing, providing insurance to over 170
housing associations covering 250,000 tenants.”

“

Low-cost accident cover supports charity
volunteers  

“Volunteers play a vital role in the charitable sector
by supporting fundraising activities and helping with
projects. However, a lack of affordable accident
insurance for volunteers means a proportion of
charities’ funds are swallowed up by high premiums. 

“Recognising this gap in the market, we worked
with the Swedish Employers’ Association for Non-
Profit Organisations (IDEA) to design a unique,
low-cost accident insurance policy for volunteers. 

“It’s already proved popular and we have agreements
in place with 29 IDEA member organisations, insuring
close to 9,000 volunteers. It’s very satisfying being able
to help charities that support some of society’s
most vulnerable groups. We hope the product 
will strengthen our relationship with IDEA and 
lead to other products specially designed for
member organisations.”

Karin Berglund, 
Product Specialist, Sweden 

“Most people are aware of the issues; they
just need the products to turn that
awareness into action.” 

Comment on RSA from a non-government
organisation during the Global Stakeholder Survey

“With an increasingly ageing population,
strain on public services and many more
people living with long-term conditions like
dementia and cancer, these issues need 
to be addressed.” 

Comment on RSA from a non-government
organisation during the Global Stakeholder Survey
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DEVELOPING UNIQUE PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE FUTURE

In 2009, we launched a three-year
partnership with WWF in the UK,
Denmark, Sweden, Canada and China to
investigate emerging environmental and
climate change risks facing the insurance
industry. The partnership will involve joint
research to strengthen our understanding
of the link between climate change and
insurance risk, coupled with product
development and stakeholder engagement.

The partnership seeks to raise awareness and
encourage action among our technical community
and the global insurance industry through regular
emerging risk briefings. The first briefing, due in
2010, will focus on marine risks. Follow up briefings
will look at energy, biodiversity, flooding, invasive
species and climate risk. We will also work with
WWF on a range of education programmes to raise
awareness of emerging risks among our customers. 

WWF will help us to set new CO2 reduction targets,
improve the impact of our supply chain, develop new
products that encourage customers to reduce their
environmental footprint and investigate how our
investment strategies can support sustainability.

We announced our WWF partnership during the
UN Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen,
where we sponsored an exhibition called the 
Arctic Tent, highlighting the risks the region faces.
The tent hosted delegations of business leaders,
environmentalists, children and artists from around
the world. International CEO, Simon Lee, was on
hand to highlight the role RSA can play by providing
services such as renewable energy insurance and
environmental liability cover.

www.wwfrsapartners.com

Flooding remains a key issue for RSA. The impact of increased frequency or
intensity of rain has a direct impact on our customers. With greater pressure on
flood defence budgets, insurers need to find environmentally sensitive and cost
effective solutions. We are restoring an urban river to investigate ecologically
sensitive flood defences with the Thames River Restoration Trust in London.
Slowing down the river, re-creating the natural meander and creating 
a floodplain demonstrates a cost-effective, natural solution.

As one of the largest Marine insurers, we are acutely aware of increasing pressures
on fishing, shipping and resource extraction and we are working to improve
sustainability. In Canada, we are establishing marine protection areas to help
safeguard the long-term future of the fishing industry and in Scandinavia, we are
collaborating with governments to better manage commercial use of the Baltic Sea.

Governments are placing an increased focus on renewable energy to combat
climate change. As a leading insurer of this risk, our Global Renewables business
is uniquely placed to help the transition to a low carbon economy. In China, we
will be working with WWF and a range of stakeholders to develop renewable
energy usage and energy efficiency.

UK -
Flooding

International -
Marine

Emerging Markets -
Renewable energy 

Over the next three years, some key projects will include:  
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Research of barriers to renewable energy and energy 
efficient buildings in China

The partnership will involve joint research to strengthen
our understanding of the link between climate change
and insurance risk, coupled with product development
and stakeholder engagement.”

“

China

Mapping threats to ecosystems to minimise risk and engage 
local stakeholders in workshops

Developing Marine Protection Areas for a sustainable 
fishing industry

WebEngagementProductsResearchConservation

Canada

Researching emerging risks for insurance through technical
briefings twice a year

Assessing the business case for integrating environmental 
risk into bonds, fixed income and pensions

Assessing environmental risks in the Arctic through 
mapping human activity and biodiversity hotspots

Group

Developing a roadmap on sustainable urban drainage systems 

Education road shows across UK sites

Analysing the impact on water escape in the home and how
to minimise risk and water scarcity 

Investigating the impact of carbon in a home insurance policy 

Restoring an urban river to investigate ecologically sensitive
flood defences with the Thames River Restoration Trust

UK

Sponsorship of Siberian Tiger conservation programme

Russia

Sponsored and participated in the WWF Arctic Tent at
COP15 to raise concerns about risks in the Arctic

Climate challenge schools programme with winning school
researching climate risk in Greenland

Launch of green insurance service in 2010

Denmark

Climate challenge national competition for schools to raise
climate issues with children 

Mapping of key risks to environment and human activity in 
the Baltic Sea 

Earth hour employee volunteering week raising profile of 
energy conservation 

Sponsorship of national environmental website to show 
support of Trygg-Hansa

Climate risk research programme for businesses

Sweden
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CUSTOMERS

We sell protection against risks,
especially risks to property and vehicles,
for individuals and businesses in over 
130 countries. Some people buy products
directly but we also sell through brokers
and other intermediaries.

Our main responsibility to customers is to provide
products and services which meet their needs at
competitive prices and reflect the risks involved.
We continually innovate to develop new products
and services, including policies addressing social and
environmental risks and opportunities (see page 24).
It is particularly important to respond quickly and
effectively when customers need to make a claim,
especially when major incidents such as floods or
earthquakes cause serious disruption. 

Treating customers fairly
Treating Customers Fairly (TCF) is a key part 
of delivering excellent service, as well as being a
regulatory requirement in the UK. That means ‘doing
the right thing’, which relies on having the right
culture and equipping people to operate effectively. 

Our focus in 2009 was on ensuring that fairness is
central to our service culture. We developed a 
TCF risk assessment template to understand if 
risks are being properly managed and mitigated. 
An excellent service culture is also reinforced
through training, internal communications and

recognition of outstanding performance. Everyone
in the UK must complete a TCF training module
every year and in 2009 90% of employees passed
this course. We also have a network of TCF
champions who work to ensure continued progress
(see also the Employees section). TCF working
groups monitor progress and the Executive Team
and Board reviews performance every month.

We measure employees’ commitment to
customers in annual employee surveys (see page 45).
In 2009, scores increased from 3.91 to 4.08 (out of
5) for the question ‘Does your team always make
decisions in the best interest of our customers’. 
This puts us in the top 25% of all companies. Just
under 80% of employees agreed that: ‘The way my
performance is managed allows me to act in the
best interests of our customers’.

Privacy
We have a responsibility to protect customers’
information and this is vital to building and
maintaining trust. We take a rigorous approach 
to data protection, with strong systems for the
collection, use, storage and transfer of information.
Our policy-based framework seeks to meet
customer expectations as well as legal and regulatory
requirements. We review the framework regularly
to ensure employee awareness of the issues and 
to manage emerging privacy risks.

Our main responsibility to customers is
to provide products and services which
meet their needs at competitive prices
and reflect the risks involved.”

“

The art of treating customers fairly  

“Brilliant service is about making sure we learn from
our mistakes and understand why they happened.

“We aim to treat all of our customers fairly and we
listen to their feedback, whether it’s via customer
satisfaction questionnaires or from the few 
that complain. 

“Our Treating Customers Fairly working group
meets monthly to discuss the top issues from
complaints and to prioritise action on those that
have the biggest impact on fairness. 

“We investigate all complaints to fix any systemic
causes and to ensure we consistently improve the
way we do business. In such a competitive market 
it is vitally important customers are treated fairly at
every stage, from buying a policy to making a claim.”

Angela Trezise 
Risk and Compliance, UK



Communications
Clear communications are an essential part of
excellent service and we have worked to improve
communications during 2009. We ensure we are
clear and transparent in our dealings with customers,
using jargon free language in our letters and that our
reasons for declining cover are understood. 

Small changes can make a big difference. Examples
of improved customer communications from across
the Group in 2009 include: 

• Our UK Pet claims team updated claim forms 
to show customers at a glance what is and is not
covered. This has helped people decide if it was
necessary to make a claim and despite recording
the highest number of new claims ever in January
2009, rejections were down by almost 11% on
the previous year;

• MORE TH>N introduced new guides, providing
motor insurance customers with straightforward
advice on what to do when they have an accident.
The guides not only help customers to claim but
also reduce the time between an incident and the
claim being notified - which helps us provide a
better service and keep costs down;
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OF EMPLOYEES
agree the way their performance
is managed allows them to act in
the best interests of our customers.

JUST UNDER

80%

• In Newfoundland, Johnson alerted customers to
regulations requiring registration and inspection 
of heating oil tanks. We told policyholders where
they could find information about the new
regulations and how to contact companies 
with licensed inspectors; 

• We responded to vehicle restrictions introduced
in Santiago, Chile, to tackle air pollution by
developing an SMS alert service which let
customers know when they could and couldn’t
use their cars. Over 16,000 people are currently
signed up to receive the service; and 

• We introduced an industry-leading Broker Promise
in the UK, backed by substantial investment in
training, to improve communications with brokers.
Brokers are put in touch with the relevant decision-
maker when they call us with new business and we
promise to get back to them within three hours
(compared with a market average of five days), 
or negotiate an agreed time to do so.

Customer satisfaction
If customers are disappointed with our products or
service we ensure it is easy to lodge claims and
complaints and we respond quickly and effectively.

We introduced new mandatory training in the UK so
that everyone knows how to identify and handle a
complaint or refer it to the most appropriate person.

This included classroom training for complaint
handlers, as well as computer-based learning.

Our performance was reflected in the 2009 survey
by the Association of British Insurers which gave
RSA the highest score for customer satisfaction of
all the General Insurers who took part - 97 out of
109 compared to an average of 76.

Measuring performance  
Getting clear, actionable customer feedback is
essential to improving performance. In the UK 
we introduced Customer Satisfaction Monitoring
(CSM) to help us understand MORE TH>N
customer attitudes.

We received over 18,000 responses to our first set
of customer surveys and identified some important
issues to address: 

• The length of time customers are put on hold;

• Ensuring we follow through on promises to call
back; and

• How well we inform customers about what is
going to happen after their call.

These insights help us to improve customer satisfaction
and reduce unnecessary calls. We also conduct surveys
to get customer feedback throughout the claims
process, including cancellation procedures. 

Customer and broker satisfaction are of equal
importance to us. In Sweden, Trygg-Hansa 
received top ratings in an independent survey of
brokers’ perceptions of insurance companies and
their products. We scored highly for service and
personal contact, and were ranked as having the
best availability, most professional customer
handling, most efficient handling of quotations and
being the most straightforward and flexible partner. 

In Latvia, AAS BALTA made it into the top three
most reputable companies in Latvia’s finance sector.
The results were based on the views of over 1,000
consumers, 400 businesses and over 50 experts
from various fields. 
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MAJOR INCIDENTS
IN ADVANCE PAYMENT
to the hospital in L’Aquila, Italy
meant it was able to re-open its
doors to patients in May. 

€5 MILLION

L’Aquila, Italy
On 6th April, a powerful earthquake (5.8 on the
Richter scale) struck in central Italy as residents slept.
L'Aquila, a 13th century mountain city about 100
km north east of Rome, bore the brunt. Almost 
300 people were killed when houses, churches and
other buildings collapsed. Up to 15,000 people lost
their homes and had to seek shelter in tents or
other emergency accommodation. The local
hospital was forced to close, compounding an
already dreadful situation.

RSA acted quickly with a team of 20 claims
specialists, engineers and lawyers. Reopening the
hospital was a priority. An advance payment of €5
million meant it was able to re-open its doors to
patients in May.

We set up a free 24-hour helpline for our 1,500
customers in the province and allowed policyholders
to delay their regular monthly payments without
losing cover.

Our response was recognised by the leading financial
paper in Italy, Il Sole 24 Ore. The paper said we
were quicker than other insurers, because we did
not let processes and procedures get in the way of
assessing damage and getting resources to people
who needed them.

Cockermouth, UK
Cockermouth and Keswick were badly hit by floods
on Friday 20th November, with more than 300
people evacuated from their homes. 

Geographic Risk Assessment helped us to quickly
access risk data around the flood area and
immediately identify the customers and businesses
most likely to be affected, without waiting for them
to contact us. The map highlights the household 
and commercial risks within the flood area (red)
and then the 500-meter buffer zone (blue). 

Emergency response teams drove through the
receding floodwaters to visit customers we believed
to have been affected. At the same time our

Peterborough Operations centre made calls to
customers where access was impossible to let them
know we were available if they needed support.

Our Emergency Event Unit was functioning by
Sunday morning, providing a base for our Specialists,
Motor Engineers and Contractors to work from and
allowing emergency payments directly into
customers’ bank accounts.

At Christmas, employees visited customers who had
not been able to return to their homes, delivering
hampers and reinforcing our commitment to do
everything we can to restore their homes as soon
as practically possible.
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Mexico 
Between the 6th and 7th September heavy rains 
in northern Mexico City caused the rupture of an
underground canal, flooding Golden Valley and
killing two. Based on our emergency plan, loss
adjusters, appraisers and service providers acted to
cover 112 claims. Most salvaged vehicles were sent
to a single repair centre to speed repairs and
compensation. All claims were handled by the same
loss adjuster, simplifying control of the adjustments,
particularly for the smaller businesses. 

Jeddah
It’s not supposed to rain in the desert but on 25th
November it didn’t just rain in Jeddah - it poured.
The Saudi city was flooded, with buildings uprooted
from their foundations, warehouses washed-out,
hospitals in chaos and total gridlock on the roads. 

Having checked our staff were safe, we quickly
brought together two emergency claims teams, flying
in extra help from other Middle Eastern countries.
They visited every policyholder who had suffered a
loss, many losing almost all of their belongings in 
the floods.

A leading food chain’s Jeddah warehouse was
severely affected. Our claims team put forward the
bright idea of segregating all items in good condition
and repacking them in special materials brought in
from Switzerland. This quick thinking reduced the
size of the loss from an initial estimate of SR
800,000 to just SR 100,000 (about £17,500).

Employees visited customers who had not been
able to return to their homes, reinforcing our
commitment to do everything we can to
restore their homes.”

“

Flood relief in Saudi Arabia  

“I remember driving to work on the morning of the
25th November and the sky turned black. In just
over four hours twice the annual average rainfall fell
on the city, the worst for 27 years. There was
widespread flooding and almost an entire township
to the south of the city was washed away.  

“It wasn’t until the next day we realised how bad 
the damage was. The office had just closed for the
week-long Hajj holiday, but myself and other key
employees cut short their leave to fulfil our motto:
‘keeping our customers moving when it matters 
the most’. 

“We set up a special team to help those affected
and doubled up as loss adjusters while extra loss
adjusters flew in from across the Middle East to
help settle claims as quickly as possible.  

“Despite the traumatic experience, the response
from customers was fantastic. We did not receive
any complaints and have been inundated with
letters of thanks for our swift action.” 

Jagannath Shetty, 
Western Region Manager, Saudi Arabia
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Italy

Supporting victims of the L’Aquila earthquake

Ireland

Helped eight schools in Dublin to
develop enterprise and business skills 

COMMUNITY WORK AROUND THE WORLD
Canada - Supporting the United Way

Raised nearly $200,000 for United Way 
in two week fund-raising campaign

UK

Over 13,000 volunteer hours 
donated across the UK

Bahrain

Helping disabled childrens
rehabilitation centre

Uruguay

Volunteers in action at a
shelter for children

Argentina 

Support of charity for deaf people 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Donating goods to help people living in
poverty through winter

Chile

Building homes for the homeless

Colombia

Supporting the education of disabled children
with two supported for the year

Mexico

Collecting clothes and goods for charitable causes

Brazil

Employees help 11 children’s charities with 
an estimated 2,000 individuals helped
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London’s biggest supporter of
Whitechapel Mission 10k run

UK

Working in partnership with The Design
against Crime Youth Action Challenge
to improve community safety

China

Helping special needs children
painting their school

Sweden
Donating lifebuoys for over 50 years

Norway
New partnership with the

Norwegian Air Ambulance 

C
om

m
unity

India

“Adopt a tree” campaign
across 12 cities in India

Singapore

Creating habitats for a
wildlife sanctuary

UAE

Working with children on arts 
and crafts at Dubai autism centre

Oman

Cleaning up and planting
at the beaches

Hong Kong

Raising money in a charity walk
for children and youth services

Denmark
Children’s Accident Foundation
put on a concert to raise funds 

Estonia
Launch of reflective child safety programme in 2009 Lithuania

Annual road safety campaign of ‘Save Me’ 
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COMMUNITY

RSA encourages a flexible volunteering policy 
for employees to take part in corporate led
volunteering. All employees are allowed one day
paid leave to focus on volunteering or fundraising.
This gives people the opportunity to work in new
and challenging environments and helps us attract
and retain the best employees, supports them in
developing new skills and interests and fosters
progress in their day-to-day work. 

We held volunteer weeks in Latin America for the
first time in 2009. We also launched community
programmes in Estonia and Norway focusing 
on safety.  

Employees provide input on what community
projects RSA should support through local
employee charitable committees, the employee CR
survey and local representatives. The committees
meet regularly to select projects within the
framework of the charitable policy.

Contributions
In 2009, we contributed £3.6 million to community
projects, equivalent to 0.6% of pre tax profits.
Approximately 44 % of our employees (up from
35% in 2008) participated in voluntary activities,
spending on average two hours volunteering each.
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Engaging with local communities forms a strong part of being a responsible business. It benefits
those around us, helps build our reputation and motivates our employees. The benefits are
greatest when projects reflect our core business so we focus on three areas that are important to
our customers and where we feel we can achieve the most through our skills and experience:

Safety: We provide personal and commercial insurance across the globe and safety
is a key concern for RSA and our customers. We support efforts to improve
awareness, reduce accidents and cut claims.

Social inclusion: We promote financial and social inclusion through innovative insurance
products and helping socially excluded groups through community work.

Environment: We work with groups around the world to help minimise impacts on the
environment. Environmental protection is a key concern for insurers when
considering the impact it can have on flooding and weather patterns.
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Chile - Road safety
Employees in Chile have been helping to improve
road safety awareness among local children.
Tragically the death toll from road accidents in Chile
is two and half times that of the US and significantly
higher than Europe. Children in densely populated
cities are particularly at risk.

Every month RSA visits five schools in the Santiago
area and gives a fun, interactive presentation on
staying safe around traffic. The session includes
competitions and prizes and the children take away
a booklet to work through with their families. Over
21,000 children went through the programme last
year alone.

We encourage employees to nominate their
children’s schools for the programme and to attend
the presentation. The campaign has gained official
endorsement from the Government’s National
Commission for Traffic Security. The team in Chile
now aim to expand the programme to a wider
audience through the development of a web 
portal with the Ministry of Education.

Canada - Supporting the United Way
RSA has a long-standing relationship with the United
Way, an organisation working to improve the lives
of people from disadvantaged communities. Each
year RSA Canada participates in ‘Days of Caring’.
This year 65% of our employees got involved in
activities from fundraising to collecting school
supplies for kids. Employees can also receive credits
for donating to the campaign.  For example, those
who give $20 receive a certificate to dress casually
for a week during the campaign.  Employees who
donate $50 or more are eligible for prizes including
one paid day off and gift cards to popular stores. 
In total they raised over $178,000.   

WAS CONTRIBUTED
to community projects, equal 
to 0.6% of pre tax profits.

£3.6MILLION
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UK
RSA opens its doors to the 
next generation
RSA has been giving teenagers a ‘behind-the-scenes’
insight into the real world of work to encourage
them to go on to further education.

Students aged between 16 and 19 years from
Blackpool Sixth Form College were invited to the
London HQ and given the chance to quiz UK CEO
Adrian Brown and other senior executives on what
life is like at RSA and the world of business. 

The visit was organised by business-education
programme Career Academies UK. Working with
students from diverse backgrounds in areas of social
need, the programme has a demonstrable impact
on progression rates into higher education.

RSA also supports the Career Academy programme
with employees mentoring teenagers across the UK.
The programme sees sixth form students undertake
a two-year curriculum equivalent to three A-levels,
complemented by real life workplace experience,
visits to businesses and guest lecturers taking classes.

Making Manchester and Salford safer
for young people
RSA has been working in partnership with The
Design against Crime Youth Action Challenge to
improve community safety and combat negative
perceptions of young people.  

Launched at the University of Salford in 2009, the
scheme asked 23 young people, aged 12-18 years,
from Manchester and Salford to identify areas within 
their community where they felt unsafe. With the
support of youth workers and police mentors, they
researched anti-social behaviour in the area using a
Design Against Crime Problem Profile.

RSA has been working in partnership with
The Design against Crime Youth Action
Challenge to improve community safety.”

“

Getting young people involved in the fight 
against crime:  

“Design Against Crime was launched to get young
people from deprived neighbourhoods involved in
reducing crime. RSA contributed £5,000 to the
scheme and my role was to help launch the
project, sitting on the steering committee.  

“We worked with four groups of youths from
Manchester. Working with their police mentors
and youth leaders, we asked them to think of ways
to improve their local environment.  

“The project had a big impact on the people taking
part. One of the winners had previously walked out
of an earlier session, stating quite clearly that there
was no way they were going to speak on stage. And
yet, there they were, speaking confidently about a
great idea and the team was working together!

“There was a prize for the best idea, but on the night
each one was pledged funding. It was a magnificent
achievement and much better than we had dared
hope for.”

Sandra Ford, 
Development Underwriter, UK
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Sunderland’s outstanding contribution
to the community 
A team from Sunderland recently won an
'Outstanding Contribution to the Community'
award for 'MORE TH>N’ll Fix It', their local
fundraising and volunteering initiative.  

They participated in projects ranging from painting
the gates of a local womens refuge to walking the
dogs at a local animal shelter. The Sunderland
charity team was also approached by Hendon
Youth Club to help out painting and decorating 
one of their rooms. 

The centre also offered its services to take calls for
Comic Relief on the main event night. This required
the time and commitment of over 100 employees
who volunteered to receive calls into the early
hours, taking donations from members of the 
public. Employees also raised £3,000 for the charity.

RSA UK does its bit for the
environment 
RSA has been doing its bit for the environment 
all around the UK.  

RSA employees volunteer year round with Trees
for Cities to replace trees removed by subsidence
claims. We also support the annual Tree-Athlon 5k
race which encourages employees to raise funds
and improve their knowledge about the benefits 
of urban trees. 

We are supporting the development of a national
demonstration site for urban river restoration,
helping to support the work we do to minimise risk
from heavy rainfall. Around 70 employees from
Legal, Company Secretarial and Compliance were
the first RSA team to volunteer at the site of the
new UK flood project. The team helped to build bat
boxes, park benches, play areas as well as plant new
shrubs, paint railings and clear litter in preparation of
construction work starting in 2010.

RSA also helped out at Waterlow Park in Camden
for the third year running. It is chiefly used as an
outdoor classroom and has on average 45 schools 
a year running curriculum based studies and a local
play scheme. Employees from Corporate Finance
cleared vegetation in and around the pond, donning
waders and lifejackets to brave the water. The team
helped to prepare for education visits by building
pathways, cleaning up litter and planting new 
species around the pond.
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Scandinavia
Denmark - Child safety 
In August 2009, The RSA Child Accident Prevention
Foundation hosted three events to help raise
awareness and funds.

Over 900 people attended two safe children days
where they watched stuntmen, fire engines, race
cars and the emergency services demonstrating a
rescue operation. A number of volunteers from
RSA and partners of the Child Accident Prevention
Foundation helped out. 

The Foundation also held a major charity concert 
in Tivoli, Copenhagen, with a number of famous
Danish musicians giving their time for free in aid 
of the charity.

Sweden
Road safety 
RSA is the leading provider of accident insurance in
Scandinavia. Each year employees spend a day giving
out safety reflectors in public places to increase
people’s visibility in the dark while commuting to
and from work or school. In under an hour,
volunteers handed out 40,000 reflectors, twice as
many as last year. RSA employees showed great
commitment on a cold and dark November
morning and there was positive feedback from
appreciative commuters.

Encouraging children to learn about
climate change 
The Codan Foundation funded a nature centre near
Copenhagen to give children the opportunity to
learn about the climate challenges facing the world.
The children are taught about the impact of CO2
emissions on the environment and are challenged 
to solve various climate related tasks.

Europe
Estonia 
RSA Estonia and the Estonian Road Administration
have launched a website (helkur.ee) where people
can send reflectors as a gift to their friends and
family, as part of a road safety campaign. 

The homepage is just one part of the road safety
campaign “Make those who you care about shine 
in the dark!” Although several successful road safety
campaigns have already been conducted in Estonia,
the autumn and winter months are still the most
dangerous period for pedestrians. So far over 2,000
reflectors have been sent all over Estonia. 

RSA Estonia also gave a financial donation to Road
Accident Victims Foundation to organise a summer
camp. This provides therapy sessions with
psychologists for victims of road traffic accidents 
and relatives of those who have died.

'Send a reflector' campaign a popular success 

“When I first heard about this
innovative safety initiative I knew we
had to offer our support. The aim
of the campaign is to encourage

people living and working in rural areas to wear a
reflector to reduce the number of road accidents.

“Of course getting adults to change their behaviour
and wear a reflector is not easy so we hit upon the
idea of a child, friend or relative sending a reflector
to a loved one.  

“With help from the Estonian Road Administration
we promoted the campaign through a dedicated
website and it has been a great success. Over 
6,200 reflectors have now been sent out all over
Estonia. It just shows what can be achieved with 
a little imagination." 

Jaanus Seppa, 
Sales and Marketing Director, Estonia
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Asia
Adopting a tree in India 
Adopt a Tree campaign was launched by Royal
Sundaram in association with Greenpeace. The
objective was to inspire people to grow more trees
across the country and to nurture them from infancy
to adulthood. Activists from Greenpeace provided
saplings in 14 locations across the country.

Employees were invited to adopt as many saplings as
possible and care for them through their vulnerable
stages of growth. A total of 264 volunteers took
part, together with Greenpeace volunteers who 
gave out tips on how to care for the young trees.

China
Volunteer week 
RSA employees in China volunteered to take
underprivileged children on an adventure day to the
Holiday Farm, an interactive green education farm 
at Sheung Shui, featuring creative environmental
protection initiatives, green education and adventure
games. The day included a guided tour of the farm,
lunch, games and outdoor adventure tasks. 

Employees took up the role of team leaders and
assisted the mainly Nepalese students from the
poorly funded Poinsettia School. 

Hong Kong 
Employees in Hong Kong took part in the New
Territories Walk to raise money for a social welfare
charity, Community Chest. The event, held in
November, took walkers on a 6.5 km route over
the famous Stonecutters Bridge, one of the longest
cable-stayed bridges in the world. Participants had
to raise HK$300 or above to enter the walk. 
RSA also gave HK$100 to the first 20 employees
who raised HK$200 or above.

Supporting Junior Achievement 

“I wanted to get involved with the local community
and volunteering with Junior Achievement sounded
like a great way to do this. I taught a class of school
children in a five-week programme called ‘Our
Families’, which discussed the role of families in 
the local economy. 

“Junior Achievement aims to cut the number of
students dropping out of school before they get
their leaving certificate by teaching them life skills and
encouraging them to think about their personal goals. 

“For me, the main challenge was standing up in
front of the class and ensuring that I kept the
children entertained. The support I got, including
advance training and a comprehensive course
outline, was invaluable. All I had to do was prepare
well before each lesson.

“As well as classroom teaching, we hosted a company
visit for the students. While they toured the building,
Philip Smith, Chief Executive of RSA Ireland, dropped
by to have a chat. 

“I found the experience very rewarding, both
personally and professionally. I would be happy if
even one or two children took something away
from the class that I gave.”

Pricilla Markey, 
Finance and Facilities, Ireland 
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EMPLOYEES

We foster a high performance culture
which helps us to recruit the best 
people and keep employees motivated.
Encouraging personal development,
positively engaging with employees and
supporting their wellbeing are vital to 
our success in a competitive marketplace.

In 2009, we employed around 23,000 people in 34
countries. Over 35% are based in the UK, 32% are
in our International business (Scandinavia, Canada,
Ireland and Italy) and 33% are based in our Emerging
Markets business (Latin America, the Baltics, Central
and Eastern Europe, Asia and the Middle East).

Ethics
We adhere to all applicable laws, regulations and
standards in the places where we do business. Our
Business Principles are backed by specific policies we
expect employees to meet in their jobs. They cover
issues such as fraud, confidentiality, competition,
corruption and money laundering. They are translated
into all local languages where we operate.

In 2010, we will provide every employee with a
guide to conduct and RSA policies which underpin
our Brand Beliefs.

It is vital that we ensure any grievances and
unethical behaviour can be raised without fear 
of discrimination. Our whistle-blowing policy
encourages employees to report breaches of policy
or illegal activity. We operate a 24 hour anonymous
and confidential hotline for employees to raise
concerns about unlawful behaviour. Details of the
hotline are published on our intranet. 

During their induction all employees are given a
booklet describing our Brand Beliefs in their local
language. It sets out what we stand for, how we
should behave towards each other and the actions
we need to take to meet our customers’ needs. 
For example, our ‘Brilliant Service’ Brand Belief
encourages employees to “Put yourself in your
customers’ shoes by really listening and tuning 
into their feelings”.

In 2009, we ran a regional awareness campaign on
organised fraud for employees in Latin America.
Using town hall meetings, web casts, case studies
and videos, it explained how to identify and prevent
fraudulent situations through effective team work.

Employee engagement
We want employees to be fully engaged with 
RSA and we encourage a culture of open, honest
communication. Our continued success depends on
involved and motivated employees enjoying their
work, supporting our culture and goals and
communicating their ideas and opinions to help
solve business issues. 

We survey employees to understand how they
view the company and to find out where we can
make improvements. It also helps us to communicate
plans for the business. We measure employee
perceptions through the annual Global Employee
and Performance Management Surveys. 

Employees also provide feedback less formally. For
example, they can comment on UK intranet articles
to stimulate debate. World Cafés are another way
of bringing our people together to discuss matters
that impact our business. This year we sought
feedback from employees on where they felt we
could make a meaningful difference to their feeling
of connection and engagement with the company.
Feedback we received included employees’ desire
for a clearer understanding of company objectives. 

IN 34 COUNTRIES
Over 35% are based in the UK,
32% in International and 33% in
Emerging Markets.

23,000
EMPLOYEES

Anton Nilsson, Sweden
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Our annual European Consultative Forum 
brings together employee representatives and
management to discuss issues of concern and
business developments. During 2009, a range of
issues were discussed including diversity in the
workplace, progress on responsible procurement
and Human Rights.

We also take a proactive approach to consulting
with unions and employees for any operational
changes and recognise the right of employees to
freedom of association and collective bargaining. 
In the UK and Ireland, we recognise the Unite trade
union which represents non management employees.

Performance management survey
The performance management survey provides an
opportunity for employees to express their views
on management performance. Our overall score
was 79% favourable, up from 75% last year. This
year, 69% of people completed the survey, giving 
us a strong insight into employee perceptions. 

The survey results highlight some key strengths 
on how we manage performance at RSA:

• 96% of people say that they have regular one 
to ones with their leaders; 

• 95% have formal review discussions; and

• 93% have defined goals and objectives.

There are four key areas where we want to make
improvements:

• although 93% of people have objectives, only 73%
of people feel that their objectives are SMART
(specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and
targetable) and are kept alive throughout the year; 

• only 59% of people said that their leader helps
them improve their performance through coaching; 

• just over half of people said that their training
development plan helped them develop for 
the future; and

• only 71% of people feel that they understand 
how the brand beliefs apply to their work.

HR will be working with leaders in 2010 to help
them make improvements in each of these four key
areas. Team leaders receive reports on how they
have been assessed and assistance in setting action
plans for improvement.

Global employee survey
All of our employees had the opportunity to
participate anonymously in the global engagement
survey. The reports provide internal and external
benchmark comparisons against the global Gallup
database which contains over five million responses. 

The rise in our overall engagement score exceeded
our expectations. Our improvement was classed as
significant and our engagement score was up 0.19 to
3.99 (the maximum score is 5.00). We are well on
course to reach our ambition of an upper quartile
score of 4.2 by 2011. In 2009, 31% of our teams
were in the top quartile compared to 13% last year.

The highest scoring questions included:

• I know what is expected of me at work; and

• I received feedback on the previous Employee
Engagement survey conducted at my company.

The lowest scoring questions included:

• I feel I know what is going on within my 
company; and

• In the last seven days, I have received recognition
or praise for doing good work.

Questions where there was meaningful (0.2) 
growth included:

• My team used the results of last year's Employee
Engagement survey to agree on actions to be
taken;

• I would recommend my company as a great place
to work; and

• I believe that my salary and benefits are
commensurate to my contribution.

Every manager and team leader with five or more
people responding to the questionnaire automatically
received a report on their team. Each team creates
an action plan on how they will raise engagement
levels and tackle low scoring areas. A key part of the
process is actively involving employees and providing
feedback on what’s being done.

Our improvement was classed as
significant and our engagement 
score was up.”

“



CR employee survey 
During 2009, we asked our employees for their
views on how responsible they think RSA is as a
company. The intranet-based survey was translated
for local businesses and was completed by over
3,000 employees. The results are being used to help
revise our Corporate Responsibility (CR) strategy
for 2010.

The overall scores showed 49% of employees 
agree and 31% of employees strongly agree that
RSA is a responsible company. Countries with

strong community programmes, green initiatives and
active involvement of employees, such as Canada,
performed better. Very few employees think that
RSA is not responsible.

We scored slightly lower on our environmental
credentials, 39% of employees agree and 24%
strongly agree that RSA is an environmentally friendly
company. Ireland scored highest, due to the fact they
recently moved to a new, more environmentally
friendly building and have their own ‘Green Team’.
The UK also performed strongly. All countries want
more information and training on the environment
except the UK.

We also asked employees what they think the most
important issues are for RSA. The four highest
scoring areas were economic conditions, consumer
confidence, employee wellbeing and climate change.

39%
OF EMPLOYEES
agree and 24% strongly agree
that RSA is an environmentally
friendly company.
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Andy Kidd, UK
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Reward and recognition 
We foster an environment that encourages and
rewards success to attract and retain the best people.
Approximately 90% of our employees have pay linked
to their performance. In addition, we offer non-
financial incentives that recognise employees who
have performed particularly well. In the UK, managers
can use an online ‘recognition shop’ where they can
select a variety of rewards for successful employees
and teams. Rewards include gift vouchers, away days
and wellbeing trips. Our annual Platinum Awards
recognise individual employees at all levels who have
performed exceptionally well from across the Group.

We also have a flexible benefits website where our
people have the opportunity to take their pick from
a number of benefits, from critical illness cover to
retail cards to help with shopping. There is also
flexibility with existing benefits like buying or 
selling holiday time.

Restructuring 
During 2009, we announced our intention to
reduce our workforce in the UK by 1,200 people as
part of a drive to achieve a £70 million cost saving
by the middle of 2010. As a result we took the
difficult decision to close our Bristol site. Around
500 roles in our operations function were directly
affected and were made redundant. 

We provided outplacement support services,
together with our union partners Unite, to all
employees, including preparation of CV’s, advice on
education options, financial advice, liaison with local
employers to seek out opportunities, access to a
specially created on-line jobs vacancy database of all
advertised jobs across the UK, and workshops on a
range of subjects from career planning to starting a
business. This helped 80% of our staff leave with
either a new job or education opportunity to 
move on to.

We have also deliberately increased our focus on
engagement with our senior leaders, visiting sites 
so they can hear how people are feeling. We have
supported our local leaders with training including
special “engagement through change” coaching. 

Managing redundancies 

“The decision to close a site is never taken lightly,
but when RSA closed our Bristol site in 2009, it
was my job to ensure that we got exactly the right
balance between meeting the needs of our people
and the business.

“The tough economic climate meant that our normal
approach to helping people through redundancy
would not be enough. So we created a multi-
agency taskforce involving RSA, the union Unite,
government agencies, local education institutions,
employers and a specialist outplacement support
provider. This group provided every manner of
support possible to our employees to enable 
them to get the best out of a difficult situation.

“As a result, 80% of our staff left with either a new job
or an education opportunity to go to. The numbers
are not the whole story though. The real impact was
felt in the way our staff kept dealing with customers
with pride and professionalism right up until the
day they left. This showed that, even in times of
massive uncertainty, dealing with our people in a
compassionate and considered way is actually good
for business as well as the individuals affected.”

Paul Sweet,
HR Business Partner, UK 

49% of employees agree and 31% of
employees strongly agree that RSA is 
a responsible company.”

“
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EMPLOYEES - TRAINING

We offer training and development
opportunities that enable our employees
to learn continually and develop the best
skills, providing personal development, as
well as helping us to compete successfully.
Customers benefit from better technical
knowledge and advice and employees 
get the chance to improve their skills,
qualifications and advance their careers.

When employees join RSA we like to get them off
to a good start and we want to make sure we retain
the best talent. During 2009, we launched a new
induction programme in the UK, which was rolled
out to other countries from the start of 2010. We
hope this will create a distinct and consistent RSA
experience for our people from the time they see
the initial job advertisement through to their day-to-
day experience at work. All graduate, new starter
and senior leader inductions include a section on
corporate responsibility.

A global learning portal on the intranet was also
launched. The easy to navigate site provides
information about all the company’s development
programmes in one place. It tells employees where to
find the training that’s right for them, whatever their
role, from e-learning to the classroom. The portal also
includes a section to help improve core skills, such as
planning and communicating effectively, as well as a
project management toolkit and links to some of
the best external sites for personal development.

Global Graduate Development
The Global Graduate Development programme
aims to attract and develop high calibre talent in
core technical disciplines of underwriting, claims 
and actuarial, from the best universities around 
the world. In 2009, we recruited 14 new graduates.
At the end of the programme, graduates continue
to increase their knowledge and expertise.  
Some remain in their current role while others
move on to other areas of the business. 

Fast Track
Fast Track is a two-year programme designed to
encourage rapid career progression and exposure
to the business. Employees on this course receive
training, coaching and networking opportunities
across the company. It is aimed at individuals who
have already shown a capability to learn quickly,
demonstrated by a level of success in their early
career. The programme is open to both internal and
external candidates and there are currently 53 Fast
Trackers globally. Twenty eight of these joined the
scheme in 2009.

In December 2009, we piloted a new business
simulation with our Fast Trackers to help them
develop a commercial understanding of an insurance
business, including financials, operations and strategy.
Participants work in teams running non-life insurance
companies and compete against each other.

www.rsagroup.com/rsa/pages/careers/
careershome

www.rsagroup.com/rsa/microsite/graduates
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Technical Academy
The Technical Academy provides a knowledge sharing
website, discussion forums and career pathways for
underwriting, claims and actuarial experts, bringing
together some of the company’s best minds. Over
the past year, a series of global and local forums have
gathered together technical communities to share
ideas and discuss key business issues. One example of
these focused on motor pricing, underwriting, claims
and portfolio management, providing three days of
intensive training for 150 delegates from 23 countries
(including first time representatives from our
operations in Poland, Russia and the Czech Republic).

The Technical Academy intranet site provides
immediate access to more than 300 online training
solutions on a wide range of subjects and includes 
i-casts and master classes. There is also a technical
careers section with planning tools and career maps
to help identify potential future career moves. 

Global Marketing Academy
The Marketing Academy programme, launched in
2009, focuses on the latest marketing techniques,
tools and industry know-how. The first Marketing
Academy Foundation course was run over two days

in St John’s, Newfoundland with marketing teams
from RSA Canada and Johnson Inc coming together
to cover key marketing topics, including customer
insight, brand management, proposition
development and marketing communications. This
training was the first in a series available through the
Marketing Academy’s training curriculum which is
being rolled out across the Group.

Leadership Development Programme
The objective of RSA’s Leadership Development
Programme is to identify, develop and equip the
Group’s leaders of the future with the skills and
mindset to drive business growth across the world.
For the first time, the programme is being run in
Canada, Scandinavia, the Baltics, Asia, Middle East
and Latin America.

The nine-month programme features:

• Three week-long learning modules;

• Strategic project work on a wide range of business
issues;

• Networking opportunities with other potential
RSA leaders; and

• Performance coaching to encourage rapid career
development.

Those on the course are nominated because their
managers recognise they have the potential to
pursue more challenging roles in the next two to
five years. So far 112 of our leaders have completed
this programme.  

Executive Development Programme
Now in its sixth year, the Executive Development
Programme is a seven-month course for senior
leaders that aims to develop their leadership, team
working and project management skills. Participants
take part in projects that look at key business
challenges facing the company. 

Fast Track is a two-year programme
designed to encourage rapid career
progression and exposure to 
the business.”

“
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EMPLOYEES - DIVERSITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS

As a global business we should reflect the diversity
of the labour market from which we draw our
employees. This will also help us to understand the
needs of our customer. A diverse workforce brings
extra benefits by bringing together a broader range
of perspectives and experiences.

As a signatory of the United Nations Global Compact
we are committed to eliminating discrimination and
protecting Human Rights internally and in our immediate
sphere of influence. We have identified no risk of child
or forced labour in any of our operations due to the
nature of our business. For more information on how
we work with our business partners and suppliers to
ensure this, see Suppliers section.

We offer a wide range of programmes to encourage
and support female employees, including flexible
working, equal pay reviews and childcare support.

During 2009, we joined a cross-sector insurance
diversity forum looking at how to share best practice
and improve standards in the insurance industry. RSA
also joined Opportunity Now, a UK based diversity
charity that will work together to benchmark diversity
performance and help drive improvements.

Health and safety 
RSA is committed to maintaining a safe and secure
working environment for employees and complying
with all applicable health and safety laws and
regulations. Providing an accident-free workplace is
a shared responsibility of RSA and every employee
and we expect employees to take ownership 
and responsibility.

Health and safety is managed as part of our
Operational Risk Management framework. 
Our Human Resources team is responsible for the
policy and ensures that workplace safety is managed
effectively. Responsibility for day-to-day health and
safety management varies according to individual
sites. Each site has at least one on-site health 
and safety coordinator. 

To ensure that employees understand our policies
and procedures we provide health and safety
information as part of their induction on joining
RSA. There is also an intranet site with everything
employees might need to know about safety, health
and wellbeing in the workplace. 

We also seek to protect employees outside 
the workplace through education and training. 
For example, each year we hold a road safety
awareness week for our employees and their families
in Colombia. This year, 135 employees received
training onsite and 102 completed online training.

Management gender split as a percentage Male     Female 
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“A workforce that reflects the company's

customer base will help in winning and 

retaining diverse customers.” 

Comment on RSA from an investor during the 
Global Stakeholder Survey
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We record all injuries as part of our commitment to
building a strong health and safety culture. In 2009,
there were 88 serious injuries and no fatalities. Of 
all injuries the majority were minor non-reportable
injuries e.g. minor cuts and strains. The number of
accidents per 1,000 employees increased to 18.99
from 9.05 in 2008. This was due to better capture
of data as more countries reported serious injuries.

Wellbeing 
Better workplace health can help improve productivity
and build relationships with employees by showing
that we care for their wellbeing. Our FirstAssist online
health portal provides access to a wide range of
programmes to enable employees to make simple
changes to develop a healthier, more balanced and
productive lifestyle. For example, on the site
employees can:

• Sign up for weekly motivational emails, daily
activity guides, recipes and diet tips; 

• Have their health scored and progress monitored;
and 

• Create customised workout plans to suit their goals.

We also offer access to a free and confidential 24-
hour counselling service to help with personal and
work-related problems.

Our 2009 annual Scandinavian health week was
launched with a major running event around the lakes
of Copenhagen. The week featured competitions,
workshops and appointments for employees to
have their fitness rating and body age checked.
Employees from Codan also joined in, dedicating
the week to physical activities and different kinds of
sports. Employees learned about healthy food options,
how to exercise during the working day and how to
continue a healthy lifestyle when the week was over.

In Ireland we started a series of lectures on 
cancer awareness, over 55 staff attended over 
two lunchtime sessions.

Codan health week 

“At Codan, we dedicated an entire week to
inspiring our employees to get healthy through
activities and specially prepared healthy food. 

“It was a great success, involving departments
from HR, the CR team and the canteen. At the
end of the week, 50 new employees joined the
‘Codan Motion’ health club, giving them access
to the work fitness room and sports offers. 

“Our satisfaction survey results have also
improved since health week. Not only does the
week improve health; it helps to motivate and
engage employees in their daily work.”

Lonni Klausen, 
HR Consultant, Denmark 

Better workplace health can help improve
productivity and build relationships with employees
by showing that we care for their wellbeing.”

“

Reportable injuries

Minor non-reportable injuries

Accidents per 1,000 employees
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OUR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

We take climate change and other
environmental issues seriously, believing
they present risks and opportunities 
for business and society. We are working
to integrate environmental considerations
throughout the business, including in
product development (see page 25) 
as well our internal operations.  

We operate an environment management system
and are building a “green culture” to minimise our
use of resources. Reducing greenhouse gas emissions
from our buildings and travel is a high priority that
we are targeting with a carbon management strategy
that includes renewable energy as well as reducing
energy and fuel use. We have reported
environmental performance since 1999.

Our environmental strategy is to:

• Measure and report our CO2 emissions and 
other impacts; 

• Set targets for reducing them;

• Improve energy efficiency, waste disposal, travel
practices and resource use in our buildings and
business processes; and

• Offset remaining CO2 emissions in countries
achieving the previous steps. 

In 2009, we achieved the Group target to reduce
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by 1.5% below 
the 2007 level, despite the small increase in total
emissions during the year due to newly acquired
businesses reporting (Poland, Russia and Czech
Republic). We met 13 of our other 19 environmental
targets, including cutting electricity use in the UK by
more than 20% and reducing car use in Ireland by
more than a third. Missed targets included paper 
use at head office and electricity use in Ireland. 

Highlights from around the world include:

• CO2 emissions down by 8% in Canada;

• Waste down by 60% in Ireland; and

• Paper use down by 37% in Italy.

We have set a longer-term group target for a 40%
reduction in gross tonnes CO2 per £m NWP by
2020 against 2006 levels. Individual countries set
additional targets covering key environmental
impacts (see pages 62). 

RSA was awarded the UK’s Carbon Trust Standard
in 2009 - an award for organisations that measure,
manage and make reductions to their carbon footprint. 

Energy and emissions
Our biggest impact is the carbon dioxide emissions
from energy we use in our offices and travel,
especially emissions from electricity. Emissions from
travel are significant and come mostly from cars, 
but air travel has increased because of the Group’s
growing international presence. Almost half of Group
emissions are in the UK, where combined heat and
power and other lower-carbon sources provide 
half the electricity we use. Group head office 
uses 100% renewable energy. 

Absolute CO2 emissions are not directly comparable
over time because we have been extending the data
to cover additional countries. Data for 2009 includes
the Czech Republic, Russia and Poland for the first
time and contributed to a small increase in total
emissions. Group emissions per employee reflect
underlying performance and this measure fell by
almost 0.3% in 2009. UK emissions (which are
comparable over time) have fallen by 27% since
2006, including a 7% reduction in 2009.

Individual country operations introduce initiatives
relevant to their circumstances.  Many countries are
saving paper by moving to electronic sales and
claims materials, and cutting travel by using virtual
meetings and web tools:

“RSA has to make reductions in its CO2

emissions. If not, any kind of campaigning it does 

on climate change won't be taken seriously.” 

Comment on RSA from a non-government organisation
during the Global Stakeholder Survey
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• Codan signed a climate partnership with DONG
Energy, to supply electricity from its wind turbines
outside Copenhagen and advise how Codan can
minimise its energy consumption; 

• Our information technology operations in
Scandinavia have saved almost 1,000 tonnes of
CO2 with a more energy-efficient approach to
computing and printing. Using server virtualisation
and ‘thin client’ desktop computing has reduced
the number of servers and their power needs,
while a new approach to printing has cut waste,
energy and paper use. In total, the changes save
more than 2,000MWh a year; and

• In the UK, a printer consolidation project is
introducing new machines that will allow more
flexible printing, including double sided options,
that will save paper and use less energy.

Many countries are saving paper 
by moving to electronic sales and 
claims material.”

“
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Travel
In 2009, business travel (including company vehicles,
road, air and rail) accounted for approximately 32%
of our total carbon footprint. We seek to reduce
the environmental impact of travel by:

• Encouraging the use of video and
teleconferencing. In the UK, we installed new high
definition products in the three locations which
account for the majority of our travel; 

• Increasing the monitoring of travel spending and
raising employee awareness of travel policies; and 

• Selecting more fuel efficient, low carbon cars
when we upgrade our vehicle fleet. 

Carbon offsets
We offset carbon dioxide emissions in the UK
(including Group corporate centre) and Ireland by
investing in renewable energy projects and have
been ‘carbon neutral’ in the UK since 2006 and since
2008 in Ireland. The offsets are through investment
in renewable energy projects in India that comply
with the robust, internationally recognised Voluntary
Carbon Standard (www.v-c-s.org). 

In 2009, the total offsets fell slightly because of 
the lower carbon emissions in the UK and Ireland.
This left total net emissions more than 5% higher
than in 2008, reflecting the growth of the business
outside the UK. The carbon intensity of the Group
decreased by 4% reflecting the progress made in
efficiency improvements.

Resource use
Cutting consumption of water and other resources
and reducing waste helps reduce demands on the
environment as well as saving money. It also helps
reduce emissions because of the energy involved in
producing materials such as paper, providing clean
water and managing waste. 

As an office based organisation, paper is the main
resource we consume. We are saving paper in several
ways, including communicating with customers and
shareholders electronically. We are also increasing
the amount of recycling. 

In Canada, we have been promoting the use of our
electronic document service EZ-Docs for personal
insurance brokers. RSA Canada launched the 300
Tree Campaign, a national competition encouraging
personal insurance brokers to switch to EZ-Docs.
As an incentive, each broker who signed up entered
a draw, with a prize of RSA (in partnership with
Tree Canada) planting 300 mature trees in the
broker’s community. Sixty brokers signed up to EZ-
Docs with Meadwell Mowat & Fennell announced
as the winner.

All Johnson’s marketing materials are now printed
on paper certified by the FSC (Forestry Stewardship
Council of Canada) and we have introduced some
electronic direct mail, saving thousands of pieces of
paper. The Claims Department aims for property
claims to be delivered paper-free in 2010. We are
also incorporating green elements into the new head
office and a team is investigating using electronic
renewals for home and auto customer policies.

In Saudi Arabia we are working with Recycling for
Charity, which is helping to recycle paper, plastic 
and cans used in our offices. Every week, Recycling
for Charity collects recyclable waste and makes a
donation to local charities for every tonne collected.

Unfortunately a major leak at our offices in Mexico
led to a substantial increase in water use but we
achieved a large reduction in waste disposed for 
the third consecutive year.

Total gross emissions 

Carbon offsets

Total net emissions

Emissions per employee

Gross tonnes per £m net written premiums 
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Carbon management plans for home workers 

“Our environmental impacts don’t stop at the
office door and we’re working with home workers
to help them cut their carbon emissions. 

“As part of a pilot project we distributed energy
saving guidelines and installed energy meters at
people's homes to help them become more aware
of their energy use. The meters are a powerful way
of demonstrating how small changes can make a
collective impact on energy use, leading to lower
energy bills.

“I first became involved as a home worker and was
asked to coordinate the second phase of the pilot.
Every couple of weeks we send participants tips on
cutting energy use, along with articles on relevant
issues to keep them motivated. 

“We’ve received a positive response and have
seen an average reduction of one tonne of CO2
per participant. For me, the greatest satisfaction
comes from seeing people make small changes to
their daily lives that result in lower emissions. It’s
allowed them to realise how they too can make 
an impact on climate change.”

Patrick Behan,
Engineer Surveyor, Ireland
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We are saving paper in several ways,
including communicating with customers
and shareholders electronically.”

“
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HOW WE REPORT
Information is provided by countries
through a variety of utility bills, invoices,
metering and estimations which is fed
into the web-based environmental
reporting system. 

The system has a built in safety to flag where a
trend looks unusual and requires an explanation 
to be submitted. This information is compiled by
local finance, procurement and facilities employees
with consolidation/review by the national CR
coordinator in each country. This data is then
submitted via the online system to the central 
CR function for review. The UK business and
International division run quarterly reporting to
monitor progress towards targets.

During 2009/10, a system calculation error was
found causing inaccuracies with aggregation and
calculation of data. A manual process was reverted
to during the end of year reporting cycle. As a
result of this process RSA is confident that the
figures published give a fair representation of 
the underlying situation at each of our sites.

Ecometrica were commissioned during 2009 to
carry out an audit during the data collection and
verify the carbon footprint.

Largely energy bills with 50% of impact coming from the UK.

Supplied from landlords or based on cost of service charges. 
50% of impact from UK.

Provided by waste contractors where an arrangement is in place. Many
countries have no capability to measure and relies on estimation based 
on countries which do provide waste data.

Given by suppliers on spend totals and usually backed up by weights.

Derived from impacts above and verified by Ecometrica. Under 5% of
Group sites were considered too small to provide data. Information quality
is based on the above impacts.

Taken from financial systems.
Provided by charity committees and national CR reps at end of year.

Provided by central HR function (summary totals) and local HR (regional
tabs). The central function provides the summary FTE for environmental
data normalisation to provide consistency.

Provided by local H&S coordinators in accordance with national legislative
standards.
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88%

88%

100% 
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100%

100%
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of CO2 emissions will be saved,
per employee through energy
saving tips and smart meters.

TONNE1

“Engaging employees on the social and

environmental issues faced by RSA’s

communities and beyond should be a priority.” 

Comment on RSA from a non-government organisation
during the Global Stakeholder Survey
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We promote an environmentally
responsible culture among employees,
encouraging them to act environmentally
at home as well as at work. Green
Teams and local champions around the
group drive activity. These are some
examples of action in 2009. 

In the UK, we helped home workers reduce energy
consumption with smart meters and energy tips that
can achieve emission savings up to a tonne of CO2
per employee. Smart meters make it easy for people
to see their energy use and encourage them to
ensure items on standby are switched off, as well 
as being more careful with high-energy items such 
as kettles and ovens. 

In Ireland, we posted several Green Tips on the
intranet, advising on issues such as saving energy 
at home and recycling.

In Canada, 26 employees from across the country
gathered at head office to inaugurate the Green
Team. Joined by guest speakers from the WWF,
they brainstormed ways that RSA can be a more
responsible company. Ideas spanned encouraging
scanning and double-side printing to developing an
entirely new green product proposition. 

The Green Team presented their ideas to a panel of
our business leaders. Interested employees gathered
early in 2010 in a "World Cafe" discussion to develop
the strategy for working with WWF. 

RSA Colombia provided training on environmental
issues, including how to save paper, water and
electricity, and the importance of recycling. 

RSA Scandinavia launched its second internal 
climate week for all employees in December 2009.
Throughout the week activities and information
highlighted how every employee can contribute to a
more sustainable climate. Climate friendly food was
served in the canteen, competitions encouraged
employees to find new solutions to how the company
can reduce its CO2 emissions and employees could
learn how to drive more efficiently in a car simulator. 

EMBEDDING A GREEN CULTURE

Encouraging action on climate change 

“Every little helps!’ That was the message we
wanted employees to take away from our second
Climate Week in December. 

“We aimed to show employees that even small
actions - such as eating vegetarian once in a while,
reusing your coffee cup or even buying second-
hand clothing - can together make a real impact 
on climate change. 

“The event took place across our Scandinavian
operations and coincided with the UN Climate
Change Conference in Copenhagen. The whole
week generated a real buzz with a lot of talk
revolving around the issues being discussed at the
conference. A competition organised with our
partner, WWF, received 140 excellent entries.”

Anna Snell & Charlotta Gustafsson
Project Managers, Sweden
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SUPPLIERS
BILLION
is spent with 80,000
suppliers globally. 

£2.5

RSA faces risks and opportunities in the
way suppliers operate and the products
and services we buy from them. We aim
to work with suppliers to manage these
issues and improve the social and
environment impact of our purchases. 

Our claims teams deal with a diverse network of
suppliers providing motor, household and other
services on behalf of our customers. These account
for 80% of our suppliers and approximately 60% of
our procurement spending. We also buy a range of
equipment, office supplies and support services such
as IT, consulting, travel, catering, cleaning and security. 

Supplier standards
Our Responsible Procurement Principles set out the
social and environmental standards we expect
suppliers to meet. They commit us to:

• Treat suppliers in a fair and reasonable manner;

• Reduce the environmental and social impact of
RSA and influence business partners through 
the choice of procurement;

• Work with existing suppliers and partners to
establish and then reduce environmental and
social impacts; 

• Work where possible with companies, charities,
social enterprises or not-for-profit organisations
which will enhance the community and environment;

• Reduce the life-cycle impact and cost of products
and services (in particular waste disposal) where
possible; and

• Engage with suppliers to work towards joint
solutions where suppliers or products used by
RSA have a high risk of environmental impact.

Assessing suppliers
CR specialists work with regional heads of
procurement to integrate social and environmental
standards into buying decisions and existing supplier
relationships. Procurement staff receive regular
online training as well as guidance developed in
partnership with the Financial Services Procurement
Forum (see below) to help them understand 
supply chain risks.

Suppliers in the UK, representing 85% of our 
supply chain based on spend, have been assessed
via questionnaires developed in partnership with the
Financial Services Procurement Forum. These cover
issues such as labour standards, environmental
management and human rights and we encourage
suppliers to engage with their partners on the same
issues. The nature of our industry means there is a
low risk that suppliers are complicit in serious
environmental and social abuses such as child
labour. In cases where we identify a supplier as 
high risk we make our concerns known and 
work with them to address any issues. 

Claims suppliers

Non-claims suppliers

Total

70,000

10,000

80,000

Supplier type Number

£1.5 billion

£1 billion

£2.5 billion

Spend

Approximate global supplier profile
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Suppliers

In 2010 we plan to extend our supplier assessment
and engagement programme to Canada and
Scandinavia. We will also hold our first supplier
workshop in the UK that will focus on communicating
the standards we expect suppliers to meet.

Industry collaboration
We are a signatory to the United Nations Global
Compact and are committed to upholding its
principles on human rights, labour standards and 
the environment in our supply chain.

We also work with partners and industry
organisations to improve supply chain standards and
practices. We are vice chair of the Financial Services
Procurement Forum Corporate Responsibility Group,
a group of financial services companies working to
improve environmental and social standards in their
supply chains. The Group has developed buyers
guides covering key purchasing areas including
facilities, professional services and office supplies, 
as well as supplier questionnaires.

How suppliers are helping RSA
achieve its environmental goals
Environmental impacts were a key factor in the
tendering process and eventual selection of a printer
supplier for our UK offices. The winning company
demonstrated how their products can deliver
significant reductions in paper, toner and energy 

use. We also work with our suppliers to share the
benefits with customers and encourage behaviour
change. In 2009, we emailed MORE TH>N
customers with offers for discounted energy-efficient
white goods, which we will expand in 2010. These
are just two examples of how incorporating CR
issues into our supply chain can deliver environmental
and financial benefits for RSA and our customers 
by reducing costs.

Greening the claims process
We aim to improve the impact of our purchases
throughout our supply chain. This includes working
with service providers, such as motor vehicle repairers
and construction companies, to build environmental
standards into the claims management process and
buy more sustainable products. 

In the UK, our dedicated motor vehicles Quality
Repair Centres recycle usable parts from cars sent
for scrap. They work with external organisations to
match the parts to damaged cars. Steps to cut
energy use in the painting and drying process have
reduced gas use by 65% and electricity use by 35%
through more efficient motors and lighting. 

Our new partnership with WWF (see page 30)
will investigate further ways in which we can 
build environment standards into our claims
handling process.

We will also hold our first supplier workshop in
the UK that will focus on communicating the
standards we expect suppliers to meet.”

“

Sustainable claims 

“We’re meeting our own corporate responsibility
goals and helping customers achieve theirs by
encouraging more sustainable building practices.

“Green Reconstruction is an extension to 
existing commercial policies. It provides cover 
for policyholders to rebuild or replace damaged
property with products, designs and processes 
that are more sustainable. 

“Since the service was launched in mid-2009, 
our Industrial Realty portfolio has grown by 28%.
But the benefits for RSA are much wider: it 
shows that we’re on the cutting edge of product
development and we’re listening and responding
to brokers and customers.

“Our Commercial Insurance and Claims and Risk
Control teams worked closely to develop the
product and they continue to monitor take up 
and claims.”

Karen Olivella, Custom Risk Solutions Consultant
& Molly Fitzpatrick, National Underwriting
Leader Mid Market Commercial Insurance, 
Canada  
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TARGETS AND OBJECTIVES
2009 Targets & Objectives

Continue to embed Brand Beliefs across RSA

Update communication on progress

Implement new policy framework

Carry out Group-wide employee CR survey

Benchmark performance against peers and competitors

Progress

Embedded into employee performance management

Second CoP referenced within CR report

Policy framework implemented

Completed with 3,000 responses

Benchmarking exercise carried out

2010 Targets & Objectives

Align to Group policy framework through new employee conduct guide

Update communication on progress

Policy implementation assessment on new acquisitions in Central 
& Eastern Europe

Carry out 2nd CR survey and exceed 3,000 responses

Carry out International Stakeholder Engagement programme

Maintain high levels of customer service

Continue to engage in wider flood debate in the UK

Look to identify further opportunities for innovative 
products that provide added CR benefits in the areas of:
- Environment
- Charitable partners 

1. Extend process to International business

2. Work with FSPF on SME approach

Technical Academy available for all 10,000 technical employees.
90% UK employees passed TCF training module. Highest rated
general insurer by ABI complaints survey

Partnership with Thames River Restoration Trust launched
aimed at developing an urban flood water management scheme

RSA Canada launches sustainable claims policy
RSA Italy launches environmental liability product
Global Renewables opens Madrid office
Trygg-Hansa launches volunteer insurance

Responsible procurement programme piloted in Canada 
and Scandinavia
Ongoing collaboration with FSPF

Develop green proposition initiatives in Canada and
Scandinavia to launch products during 2011

Launch construction of flood project

Launch new products in Scandinavia

Rollout of programme in International business
Launch first supplier workshop in UK including CR

St
ra

te
gy

 &
 G

ov
er

na
nc

e

Maintain 90% of personal performance linked to reward

Continue rollout of Fast Track, EDP and LDP

Maintained

See workplace

See workplace See workplace targets

Ongoing

W
or

kp
la

ce
M

ar
ke

tp
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ce

Focus on improving the process and encourage leaders to
listen to views, debate and create plans online

Increase number of employees with training/development plan
Improve effectiveness of 1:1s in assessing application of
beliefs/behaviours to work

Global engagement survey rolled out Achieve upper quartile score of 4.2 by 2011

Develop general insurance simulation for wider employee audience



Expand RSA volunteer week to four other Group countries

Start to review national community strategies across
Emerging Markets

Implement Group Community Policy

Exceed 3,000 active volunteers across the businessCommunity policy rollout across Emerging Markets

Increased awareness of Group community policy Integrate into C&EE countries

First volunteer weeks launched in Latin America Celebrate RSA 300 year birthday with three month campaign
on volunteering and fund-raising

C
om

m
un

ity

Group CO2 1.5%

Group Update CO2 coefficients to rebased historic data

UK Electricity 15%

Achieved

Rebasing of CO2 data successful

Achieved

2009 Targets & Objectives Progress 2010 Targets & Objectives

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Not achieved

Achieved

Only 1% increase

Achieved

Not achieved, consolidation into single premises gave higher data
capture than expected

Not achieved, consolidation into single premises gave higher data
capture than expected

Achieved

Achieved

En
vi

ro
nm

en
t

UK Waste 5%

UK CO2 2.5%

UK Water 5%

UK Short Haul 5% (against 2008)

GCC Electricity 5% (against 2008)

GCC Gas 2% (against 2008)

GCC Paper 5% (against 2008)

GCC Waste 3% (against 2008)

GCC Increase recycling 3% (against 2008)

GCC Increase vid-conf 5% (08 baseline)

Ireland Electricity 10%

Ireland Waste 10%

Ireland Car 5%

Ireland Air 5%

RSA Canada Electricity 3%

RSA Canada Waste 2%

RSA Canada Increase recycling 2%

Denmark Waste (paper) 5%

Denmark Paper 5%

Denmark Travel (air) 1%

Denmark Travel (car) 2%

Sweden Paper 5%

Sweden Travel (air) 1%

Sweden Travel (car) 5%

Achieved

Not achieved due to greater data capture

Not achieved due to greater data capture

Due for completion in 2010

Due for completion in 2010

Due for completion in 2010

Due for completion in 2010

Due for completion in 2010

Due for completion in 2010

Due for completion in 2010

Review aggregation and calculations of system with full audit

Group 40% reduction in gross tonnes CO2 per £m NWP by 2020 

UK 2% electricity (against 09)

UK 2% water (against 09)

UK 50% increase office recycling (against 09)

UK 60% increase QRC recycling by 2011 (against 09)

UK 10% office paper (against 09)

GCC 4% electricity (against 09)

GCC 3% gas (against 09)

GCC 6% paper (against 09)

GCC 3% waste (against 09)

GCC  4% recycling increase (against 09)

GCC 10% increase video conferences

Ireland 10% rail (against 09)

Ireland 5% electricity (against 09)

Ireland 5% electricity (against 09)

Ireland 5% gas (against 09)

Ireland 10% paper (against 09)

Ireland 3% electricity (against 09)

Ireland 5% recycling increase (against 09)

Ireland 3% waste (against 09)
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ENVIRONMENTAL DATA TABLES
Reported data covers our operations in our UK,
International and Emerging Markets businesses. 
The carbon footprint below covers 100% of the
organisation with 12% estimated. This proportion
has increased since 2008 due to our newly acquired
operations in Russia, Poland and the Czech Republic
not yet having environmental baselines.

All CO2 baselines were reset in 2008 in accordance
with new up to date coefficiencts including IPCC,
WBCSD/WRI, IEA, UNFCC, Carbon Trust and
DEFRA. These calculations and data have been verified
by Ecometrica, a specialist environmental consultancy.

Ecometrica Comment on Data
Quality for RSA’s 2009 Greenhouse
Gas Assessment
The data provided for the 2009 RSA global
assessment has increased in accuracy from that
provided for the 2008 assessment.  

Over 75% of the total emissions associated with the
2009 global operations of RSA have been calculated
from actual or robust data where minor or no
assumptions were required. In particular the data
provided by the Hong Kong, Ireland, GCC, UK 
and QRC sites were complete.  

In general, data relating to electricity, flights and
company owned vehicles was of good quality, with
the majority of sites providing consumption and
distance data. Data (complete or otherwise) was
submitted for sites employing 19,563 FTE (88% of
employees). For the remaining sites, covering 2,666
FTE, total emissions were estimated based upon
employee numbers.  

Missing data was a problem for non-recycled waste
and taxi travel, with many sites unable to provide
these data. In these instances emissions were
estimated based on averages derived from sites 
that did supply data.

Other than missing data the main limit to data
quality and calculation accuracy was travel data
supplied in cost format rather than distance format
as this required estimates on the average cost of
journeys which introduced high uncertainty into 
the emissions calculations. 

Charlotte Hutchison,
Senior Analyst

Group carbon dioxide equivalent emissions (tonnes)

Total tonnes 34,381

7,414

8,214

1,341

1,080

3,928

2,920

1,910

3,594

64,782

39,862

6,950

8,037

1,404

954

2,758

1,413

- 

10,468

71,846

43,208

8,027

5,036

1,753

- 

2,976

1,234

- 

15,013

77,247

CO2 Emissions 2008 2007 2006

31,588

7,243

7,473

1,402

1,116

2,705

3,971

1,710

7,796

65,003

2009Country/Region

UK

Scandinavia

Canada

Ireland

Italy

Central & Eastern Europe

Latin America

Asia & Middle East

Estimated

Total

(1) Improved data collection systems in Latin America have increased coverage in 2009
(2) Estimated data has increased due to new acquisitions

Total tonnes per 
full time equivalent

4.0

2.5

3.1

2.7

2.9

1.8

1.6

1.1

3.0

2.9

4.6

2.2

3.4

2.7

2.8

1.2

3.2

- 

3.1

3.1

4.8

2.3

2.0

3.3

- 

1.2

2.0

- 

4.7

3.5

CO2 Emissions 2008 2007 2006

3.9

2.3

2.8

2.6

2.9

2.0

2.2

1.1

2.9

2.9

2009Country/Region

UK

Scandinavia

Canada

Ireland

Italy

Central & Eastern Europe

Latin America

Asia & Middle East

Estimated

Total

Group carbon dioxide equivalent emissions (tonnes per full time equivalent)
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Carbon dioxide emissions by source (tonnes)

Site energy
consumption

22,942

2,560

3,552

881

607

1,155

1,499

660

28901

2667

3,398

923

719

1,335

752

-

31172

3222

2532

1268

- 

1272

692

- 

Impact 2008 2007 2006Country/Region

UK

Scandinavia

Canada

Ireland

Italy

Central & Eastern Europe

Latin America

Asia & Middle East

Non-energy site
emissions

870

194

73

41

30

91

195

142

1,729

133

79

34

27

100

129 

-

1871

290

87

57

- 

110

118

-

21,926

2,937

3,296

1,017

762

1,582

2,036

700

2009

697

267

343

20

51

107

346

192

UK

Scandinavia

Canada

Ireland

Italy

Central & Eastern Europe

Latin America

Asia & Middle East

Company owned
vehicles

5,915

2,419

2,490

294

255

1,605

247

196

4,830

2,486

2,761

340

57

1,163

161

- 

5531

2697

1292

364

- 

- 

1515

224

Impact 2008 2007 2006Country/Region

UK

Scandinavia

Canada

Ireland

Italy

Central & Eastern Europe

Latin America

Asia & Middle East

Business travel 4,654

2,240

2,098

124

189

1,077

978

912

4,401

1,663

1,799

107

151

160

371 

-

4635

1819

1126

64

- 

79

200

-

3,781

2,258

1,016

274

2

936

695

121

2009

5,184

1,782

2,818

91

301

80

894

697

UK

Scandinavia

Canada

Ireland

Italy

Central & Eastern Europe

Latin America

Asia & Middle East
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ENVIRONMENTAL DATA TABLES
Environmental data trends 2006-2009
Environmental data is reported by regions due to the number of
individual countries reporting. Data by individual country is available at 

Electricity 

(Abs: MWh)

(Norm: kWh/emp)

34,724

10,794

11,556

1,641

1,731

4,349

5,501

938

4,270

3,386

4,342

2,994

4,520

3,265

3,005

631

Performance indicator 2009Country

UK

Scandinavia

Canada

Ireland

Italy

Central & Eastern Europe

Latin America

Asia & Middle East

Absolute Norm

35,054

10,635

12,860

1,369

890

4,522

4,087

853

4,073

3,587

4,899

2,738

2,386

2,069

2,236

481

2008

Absolute Norm

43,757

17,113

10,209

1,563

642

5,607

4,333 

-

5,085

5,432

6,483

3,567

1,906

2,454

5,009 

-

2007

Absolute Norm

Gas

(Abs: MWh)

(Norm: kWh/emp)

16,462

10

2,971

908

185

1,056

213 

-

2,024

7

2,023

1,657

483

793

248 

-

UK

Scandinavia

Canada

Ireland

Italy

Central & Eastern Europe

Latin America

Asia & Middle East

21,737

11

3,878

720

495

1,151

249

2,526

7

2,587

1,440

1,326

527

291

28,721

9

6,072

416

100

782

0

3,337

12

9,863

949

296

342

0

www.rsagroup.com
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Water

(Abs: m3)

(Norm: ltr/emp)

89,492

27,421

24,619

2,436

3,592

9,158

106,223

446

11,005

9,173

9,250

4,445

9,378

7,854

167,544

317

Performance indicator 2009Country

UK

Scandinavia

Canada

Ireland

Italy

Central & Eastern Europe

Latin America

Asia & Middle East

Absolute Norm

90,539

19,600

26,068

2,346

10,627

11,789

31,511

454

10,519

6,980

9,930

4,692

28,490

5,395

20,854

311

2008

Absolute Norm

120,708

25,157

29,439

34,000

12,020

10,172

21,663

- 

14,027

7,985

18,694

77,608

35,667

4,452

39,532 

-

2007

Absolute Norm

Total Waste

(Abs: t)

(Norm: kg/emp)

1,813

347

327

92

49

117

369

193

223

109

123

169

127

88

201

129

UK

Scandinavia

Canada

Ireland

Italy

Central & Eastern Europe

Latin America

Asia & Middle East

2,315

319

233

235

50

153

236

18

269

114

89

469

133

70

182

145

3,178

400

310

163

- 

166

223

- 

369

127

84

373

- 

73

257

- 

Paper

(Abs: t)

(Norm: kg/emp)

1,111

453

496

113

94

37

82

191

137

142

186

207

244

31

81

139

UK

Scandinavia

Canada

Ireland

Italy

Central & Eastern Europe

Latin America

Asia & Middle East

1,344

367

307

29

149

82

243

152

156

124

117

58

399

38

133

86

1,123

350

282

31

206

82

83 

-

130

111

120

61

614

36

121

- 

Note 1: The new Central & Eastern Europe
region includes our operations in the Baltics
and newly acquired businesses in Russia,
Poland and the Czech Republic.

Note 2: Figures of 0.5 and greater are
rounded up to the nearest whole unit.

Note 3: All conversion factors found at
www.onlineconversion.com
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GRI INDEX
Strategy & analysis 8-9 

16-17

Inside cover
10, 13

13
See below(1)

10, 13
See below(2)

10, 13
12-13, 44

6
15

(1) http://www.rsagroup.com/rsa/pages/contactus/registeredoffice      (2) http://www.rsagroup.com/rsa/pages/aboutus/aboutushome

6
6
6
5

17
6
6
6

6, 56, 62
6, 62
6, 62

66-69

70-71

GRI G3 guideline UNGC Principles ClimateWise PrinciplesPage no.

1.1 Core
1.2 Core

Profile 2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10

Report parameters 3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Report scope & boundary 3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11

GRI content index 3.12

Assurance 3.13

This table covers the Global Reporting Initiative
indicators found in this report. According to our
assessment the report meets application level B+ of
the GRI G3 guidelines. The table also shows how we
meet the UN Global Compact Principles covering
human rights, labour standards, the environment and
anti-corruption, and the Association of British
Insurers (ABI) ClimateWise Principles.
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Governance

GRI G3 guideline UNGC Principles ClimateWise PrinciplesPage no. 

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8 1,10
4.9 6
4.10

Commitments to external
initiatives

4.11 7,9 1
4.12
4.13 2

Stakeholder engagement 4.14
4.15
4.16
4.17

Economic performance EC1 Core
EC2 Core
EC3 Core
EC4 Core
EC8 Core
EC9 Additional 4 

16
16
16

18-20, 44-46
16
16
16

14-15 
16
16

16 
18

18-19

20
14, 17, 18-20

20
17, 18-20

22
30-31

47
20

26-29, 38-39 
12, 22
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Environmental performance 

GRI G3 guideline UNGC Principles ClimateWise PrinciplesPage no.

EN1 Core
EN3 Core
EN4 Core
EN5 Additional 5
EN6 Additional 8,9 1,3
EN7 Additional
EN8 Core
EN16 Core
EN18 Additional 8 1,3,5
EN22 Core
EN26 Core 9 3,5
EN29 Additional 8

Labour practices and decent work LA1 Core
LA3 Additional
LA4 Core 3
LA5 Core
LA7 Core
LA8 Core
LA11 Additional
LA13 Core 1

4
5
6 

55, 65
53

53-54, 62-63
52-53, 63

52-54 
52-53
55, 65

53-54, 62
52-53, 62-63 

55, 65
25-26, 30-31 

54, 63

44
47
45
44
51

50-51
48-49

50
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Human rights 

GRI G3 guideline UNGC Principles ClimateWise PrinciplesPage no. 

HR1 Core 2
HR2 Core 2
HR6 Core 2,5
HR7 Core 2,4

Society SO3 Core 10
SO5 Core 2
SO6 Additional

Product responsibility PR3 Core
PR5 Additional
PR6 Core

Financial services sector
supplementary indicators 

FS1 Core
FS2 Core
FS4 Core
FS5 Core
FS6 Core
FS9 Core
FS10 Core
FS11 Core
FS13 Core
FS14 Core
FS15 Core
FS16 Core

10
58
50 
50

44
21
20

33
33
33

14, 16, 22
14, 16, 58

30, 32, 44, 49
20, 58

13
16

10, 58
10
27
27
33

27-28, 33
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Assurance statement
RSA Group has commissioned Corporate
Citizenship to provide external assurance and a
commentary on its CR Report 2009. Material 
within the main Group corporate responsibility
website has not been assured.

The scope of our assurance
The assurance provides the reader with an
independent, external assessment of the report and, in
particular, with how it corresponds with the AA1000
standard. It is intended for the general reader and for
more specialist audiences who have a professional
interest in RSA’s corporate responsibility performance.

RSA has chosen to use the AA1000 standard,
AA1000AS (2008). Our assurance is a Type 2
assurance as defined by the standard, in that it
evaluates the nature and extent of adherence to 
the AA1000AS principles of inclusivity, materiality
and responsiveness and assures the behaviour of 
the organisation as reported here. It used disclosed
information as its starting point and then investigated
the underlying systems, processes and sustainability
performance information to arrive at its conclusions.
In addition, it has verified the reliability of selected
reported sustainability performance information. 

We have verified environment data, (namely 
carbon emissions, building energy use, water, waste,
business travel) and community investment data
against the GRI G3 Principles for Defining Quality.
We have referred to the WBCSD Greenhouse 
Gas Protocol in determining the appropriateness 
of scope of greenhouse gas reporting and emission
factors. In addition we have referred to the LBG
(London Benchmarking Group) model, the
international standard for measuring corporate
community investment in assessing community
investment data, which covers contributions 
(in time, in kind and in cash) as well as the actual
results for the community and the business 
(see www.lbg-online.net for more information).

The level of assurance offered is moderate as
defined by AA1000AS (2008). That is to say that we
believe there to be sufficient evidence to support the
statement such that the risk of the conclusion being
in error is reduced. 

RSA is entirely and solely responsible for the
contents of the report, Corporate Citizenship for its
assurance. As noted above, our assurance is confined
to the CR Report 2009.

A detailed note of our assurance methodology
appears at the end of this statement.

Opinion and conclusions
In our opinion the RSA CR Report 2009 reflects the
principles of AA1000 (2008): inclusivity, materiality
and responsiveness. We comment upon each of
these three principles separately below. The
specified sustainability performance information
provides a reasonable representation of the data and
adheres to the GRI Principles for Defining Quality.
This conclusion is made following interviews with a
range of key issue owners from across the business
and checks on a sample basis of elements of the
report’s contents to underlying records. The level of
assurance is that defined by AA1000 as moderate.

With regard to inclusivity, we found that RSA’s
corporate responsibility strategy demonstrates a
commitment to behaving responsibly in order to
manage the way its business affects its key
stakeholder groups.

With regard to materiality, RSA has a formal process
in place to identify its material issues, ensuring that
the issues that matter most to employees and
external stakeholders are considered. Policies and
practices are formed around these issues. 

With regards to responsiveness, we found evidence
of RSA responding on issues that affect its
corporate responsibility performance.

Commentary
In our view, corporate responsibility reports should
explain how a company impacts on society, taking
account of the economic, social, and environmental
footprint of the organisation and its value chain.
Companies should aim to explain how important
decisions are made and differing interests balanced.
Reports should be honest about shortcomings 
and demonstrate how a company is evolving in
response to stakeholder concerns by listening,
learning and improving.

RSA’s report has kept a similar reporting format to
previous years, continuing to highlight the economic,
social and environmental issues that are most material
to RSA and its stakeholders. It contains a mix of data,
commentary and examples that show how RSA
policies and principles are lived out in practice. It also
provides evidence of the corporate responsibility
strategy being further embedded across the business.
Our commentary below refers to the actions taken
by RSA following our recommendations last year. In
future the report could better reflect the challenges
faced by RSA over the reporting period. 

Inclusivity: Does the organisation accept a
responsibility to those on whom it has an impact?
Does it involve stakeholders in developing a
strategic approach to corporate responsibility 
and sustainability?

EXTERNAL ASSURANCE STATEMENT
AND COMMENTARY
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RSA remains committed to its corporate responsibility
strategy and has demonstrated evidence of engaging
more widely with its stakeholders in developing its
approach to corporate responsibility. RSA’s overall
business strategy is supported by its corporate
responsibility strategy which seeks to manage impacts
related to each key stakeholder group. The report is
structured around each of these groups. 

This year RSA has provided more detail on its value
to society particularly through its products and
services. This is an encouraging development and is
a reflection of best practice reporting in the
insurance sector. 

RSA has acted on our previous recommendation 
to increase external stakeholder engagement and
commissioned a third party to conduct stakeholder
research. The research, which was international in
scope, sought to identify the most important current
and future issues facing a leading insurance company.
We look forward to reading, in future reports, how
these findings influence RSA’s strategy.

Materiality: What are the issues that really matter
to the organisation’s sustainability performance
(“material issues”)? How does the organisation
identify these?

RSA explains clearly how their material issues are
identified. Forum for the Future provides an annual
materiality assessment on the risks and opportunities

facing both RSA and the insurance industry as a
whole. The report provides a materiality matrix
capturing all the issues raised by stakeholders. 

Following our recommendation last year to conduct
interviews with a wider range of RSA personnel as
part of the assurance process, we have revealed
evidence of RSA embedding its corporate
responsibility strategy across the business. 
Examples include engagement with suppliers 
and implementation of Green IT practices. 

The assurance interviews also uncovered some
instances where internal corporate responsibility
representatives could benefit from more central
internal guidance and sharing of best practice. 
For example, Latin America has improved its data
collection and corporate responsibility programme
but would benefit from closer interaction with 
the other group regions, particularly in relation to
developing environmental strategies and linking
products and services to material issues.

In line with our recommendations made last year 
RSA has continued to extend the number of 
regions reporting environmental data. The quality 
of performance data has improved in some regions,
particularly in Scandinavia, and in the UK where 
RSA has achieved the Carbon Trust Standard. 
Some instances were found where the data
collection process could be strengthened in order
to improve data quality. We believe regular internal

auditing of source documents would improve this
and recommend that RSA extends its quarterly data
collection process to its Latin American region.

Community programmes, new products and
services, stakeholder engagement and environmental
reporting are selected according to RSA’s material
issues. The report documents examples from all the
markets in which RSA operates, reflecting the global
nature of the business.

Responsiveness: Does the organisation respond to
stakeholder issues that affect performance through
its actions and communications?

RSA has highlighted issues and risks that will affect 
its performance. The 2009 corporate responsibility
report reflects the actions they are taking to manage
these. A three year partnership with WWF was
launched in 2009 to manage the environmental and
climate change risks facing the insurance industry.
The partnership will focus on sustainable marine
environments, flood protection and renewable
energy, issues that will affect both RSA’s customers
as well as the insurance industry as a whole.

Following our recommendation, assurance
interviews were extended this year to include 
CR representatives from Latin America as well as
issue owners across parts of the business, such as
Green IT in Scandinavia, procurement in the UK
and facilities in Canada. We also conducted an

interview with Ecometrica which provides RSA with
a third party verification of their data and carbon
emissions. Following our recommendation last year,
Ecometrica provided an explanation of their data
verification process as well as evidence of the carbon
emissions factors used. We suggest that this process
is strengthened by incorporating some checking of
source data.

RSA has improved its reporting of environmental
data by extending the number of reporting
countries as well as the scope of data reported. 

Corporate Citizenship
London 
23 April 2010

Holborn Gate, 330 High Holborn, 
London WC1V 7QG  Tel: +44 (0)20 7861 1616
www.corporate-citizenship.com
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Methodological notes
The assurance work was commissioned in
December 2009 and was completed on 23 April
2010.  Detailed records were kept of meetings,
assurance visits and correspondence relating to 
the inclusivity, materiality and responsiveness of the
report, as well as to technical matters relating to the
accuracy and presentation of data. A team of three,
led by a Director, undertook the assurance and
commentary process. An Associate Director acted
as adviser to the group. The team has a variety of
professional and technical competencies and
experience. For further information please refer to
our website www.corporate-citizenship.com.

Our external assurance and commentary process
for RSA’s Group CR Report 2009 has involved, 
but not been limited to, the following elements: 

Numbered listing of elements

• Understanding RSA and its approach to and
understanding of corporate responsibility including
how it identifies issues material to its operations.

• Review of competitors and peers to identify the
basis on which to judge RSA’s performance.

• Meetings and discussions with RSA personnel,
including the regional corporate responsibility
representatives, and a selection of managers from

procurement, facilities and IT across the group
regions. Interviews held with ten RSA employees
revealed the company’s approach to corporate
responsibility, its policies and performance, past
and future challenges and relationships with
stakeholders. The interviews supported the
validation of data and statements made in 
the report.

• An assessment of the data collection process for
environment data, notably carbon emissions, energy,
water and waste and community investment, 
HR and health and safety data. Interviews were
conducted with personnel responsible for data
collection at a group level as well as personnel
responsible for data collection in the UK and for
RSA Canada. A review of data trends with queries
raised for significant variances. An interview was also
held with a senior analyst from Ecometrica which
provides external support and guidance as well as
carbon emissions factors to RSA. An appraisal of the
appropriateness of key assumptions used in data
calculation, particularly where data is estimated. 
A sample of source environmental data was
reviewed. A few discrepancies were found, for
which explanations were provided. We concluded
that the underlying systems through which the
data was obtained were adequate.

• Analysis of management and reporting systems
including corporate responsibility committee notes
and minutes from environmental meetings.

• Analysis of RSA’s stakeholder engagement activity
including employee surveys, external engagement
research, and feedback from investment analysts.

• Checks on a sample basis of elements of the
report’s contents to underlying records.

• Examination of the report in its draft form.

Our work did not extend to a complete audit of
the report’s contents. We have not been
responsible for the preparation of RSA’s Corporate
Responsibility Report 2009 nor in devising the
internal management and reporting systems that
yielded the data contained therein. The opinions
expressed in this external assurance statement and
commentary are intended to extend understanding
of RSA’s non-financial performance and should not
be used or relied upon to form any judgments, or
take any decisions, of a financial nature. 

Corporate Citizenship is a leading assuror of
corporate responsibility reports. The company is a
member of AccountAbility (Institute for Social and
Ethical AccountAbility). We have worked with RSA
and have provided assurance since 2005. During the
2009 reporting period our work with RSA focused
exclusively on assurance. 

RSA is a member of the LBG (London
Benchmarking Group www.lbg-online.net) in the
UK, an evaluation framework for corporate
community involvement which we manage on
behalf of its members 
and adherents.

Holborn Gate, 330 High Holborn, 
London WC1V 7QG  Tel: +44 (0)20 7861 1616
www.corporate-citizenship.com
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